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Abstract 
 

Growing public concern about the harmful health and environmental effects of pesticides, combined 

with the rapid evolution of pest resistance to chemical control, mean that biological control agents are 

increasingly being advocated to suppress pests. Although biological control agents are often a more 5 

environmentally friendly means of suppressing pests than synthetic pesticides, they can have 

nontarget effects on native species, and these effects can be direct or indirect. Therefore, assessing 

the risk of new organisms prior to their release as biological control agents is important for decision 

making and meeting biosecurity goals. However, current methods for assessing the potential non-

target impacts of proposed control agents only consider direct effects; to my knowledge no methods 10 

currently exist for evaluating potential nontarget impacts of proposed control agents via indirect 

interactions, despite such impacts being likely to be common, and having the potential to generate 

community wide impacts. 

 

Independently, a growing body of ecological research is focused on using data such as species traits 15 

or phylogenies to predict the architecture of networks of species interactions, using various methods 

including machine-learning algorithms. Concomitantly, work on parasitoid-host networks has 

demonstrated that indirect effects of insect herbivore species on each other, via shared parasitoids, 

can be predicted for entire communities. Whether these recent advances can be used to predict 

effects (both direct and indirect) of biological control agents (or invasive species) prior to their release 20 

is largely unknown.  

 

This thesis investigates two machine-learning algorithms (random forest and k-nearest neighbour) for 

the prediction of species interactions, using existing host-parasitoid network data collected from 

native and plantation forests in New Zealand. Particularly, it addresses three main objectives: 1) 25 

whether species traits and phylogenies can predict host-parasitoid interactions (both binary and 

quantitative) (which would then suggest that they would be able to predict direct effects of proposed 

parasitoid control agents); 2) whether predictions of direct effects differ for interaction generalist vs. 

specialist species and within vs. across habitats (e.g. forest types); and 3) whether these direct effects 

can be used to predict indirect effects (specifically apparent competition), which could then be applied 30 

to control agents (or other novel species).  

 

The key findings of this thesis were that random forest approaches tended to be more successful than 

KNN approaches for predicting host-parasitoid networks, which comprise the direct pairwise 
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interactions among species in a community. However, this predictive ability, for both approaches, 35 

varied with the generality of the interacting partners such that predictions of interactions, overall, 

became worse with increasing host and parasitoid generality. Additionally, predictive ability depended 

on the source of the training data; models trained on the complete training dataset (i.e., both native 

and plantation forest sites pooled) tended to perform better than those trained on data from a single 

forest type. Although these approaches were able to predict networks of direct interactions 40 

reasonably successfully, I found that models were only able to predict indirect effects to a small 

degree. However, this work represents a promising starting point for predicting non-target impacts 

(both direct and indirect) of proposed parasitoid biological control agents.  
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Introduction 45 

 

Biological control as an ‘eco-friendly’ alternative to pesticides 

 

Insect pests cause significant damage to agricultural crops worldwide (Paoletti and Pimentel 2000, 

Oerke 2006). Pesticides are extensively used to control pests, with an estimated 2.5 million tons of 50 

pesticides applied each year globally (Pimentel et al. 1992). Pesticides contribute significantly to 

maintaining global food production, with approximately $4 in crop yield saved for every dollar 

invested (Pimentel et al. 1992). However, such cost-benefit assessments are often only based on direct 

crop returns and fail to include the indirect environmental and economic costs associated with 

pesticides (Pimentel et al. 1992). Further, the rapid evolution of pest resistance to chemical control 55 

(Brattsten et al. 1986, Denholm and Rowland 1992, Palumbi 2001) means that pesticides are less 

effective now than they once were, even at significantly higher dosages (Georghiou 1972, Palumbi 

2001). Additionally, pesticides can erode natural pest regulation provided by natural enemies (Settle et 

al. 1996, Bommarco et al. 2011). Combined, this has led to calls for more sustainable pest control 

methods (Pimentel et al. 1992, Tilman et al. 2002).  60 

 

Biological control – the use of natural enemies (for example, predators or parasitoids) to suppress pest 

species – is increasingly being seen as an environmentally alternative to the use of pesticides (van 

Driesche and Bellows 1996, Pimentel 1997). Biological control has the potential to provide sustainable 

long-term, inexpensive pest suppression (Holt and Hochberg 1997, Jervis 1997). In contrast to 65 

chemical control, to which insects can rapidly evolve resistance (Brattsten et al. 1986, Palumbi 2001), 

there are few examples of evolved resistance to biocontrol agents (but see Tomasetto et al. 2017). 

Evolution of host resistance to control agents is unlikely because (1) natural enemies can evolve 

counteradaptations to the pest (i.e., a coevolutionary arms race; Lively and Dybdahl 2000) (2) refuges 

(both temporal and spatial) from attacks may decrease selection pressure on the host (Holt and 70 

Hassell 1993), and (3) pests may have a number of natural enemies which exert different selection 

pressures, meaning resistance to a single natural enemy is unlikely (Jervis 1997).  

 

Non-target impacts of biological control agents 

 75 

Although biological control is often a more environmentally friendly means of suppressing pests than 

synthetic pesticides, biocontrol agents can have nontarget effects on native species (Lynch and 

Thomas 2000, Memmott 2000), and these effects can be direct or indirect (e.g. Louda et al. 1997). 

Additionally, a control agent’s ability to disperse to other locations and evolve with time (for example, 

evolve specificity to other hosts) are inherent risks of biocontrol agent introduction (Simberloff and 80 
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Stiling 1996). The risk of introducing a control agent can depend on specific characteristics of the 

agent. For example, generalist biocontrol agents tend to result in greater ecological harm than 

specialist species. Ideally, biocontrol agents should have high specificity for the target pest species, 

reducing the likelihood of nontarget impacts. Accordingly, the use of specialist insects is advocated to 

reduce the risk of nontarget effects (Pemberton 2000). However, this is not always the case (e.g. 85 

Carvalheiro et al. 2008) and relative specialists (species whose diet is restricted to a group of closely 

related hosts) can have non-target impacts (Louda et al. 2003). Furthermore, host range expansion by 

specialized natural enemies is known to occur (Secord and Kareiva 1996).  

 

Consequently, many people (e.g. Howarth 1991, Louda and Stiling 2004) have argued for caution, 90 

arguing that views of biocontrol being risk-free are too optimistic. They argue that there needs to be a 

shift from thinking biocontrol agents are unlikely to cause harm to the view that much research must 

be done to ensure the agent is safe (i.e. guilty until proven innocent) (Simberloff and Stiling 1996). 

Although absence of evidence for non-target effects has been treated like evidence of absence (e.g. 

Funasaki et al. 1988), nontarget species are rarely monitored following the introduction of a control 95 

agent (Simberloff and Stiling 1996, Memmott 2000, Carvalheiro et al. 2008). Moreover, in addition to 

directly affecting individual nontarget species (i.e. direct effects), biocontrol agents have the potential 

to affect community or ecosystem processes (through both direct and indirect interactions; Roy et al. 

2012) and these impacts are even less likely to be noticed (Simberloff and Stiling 1996). The potential 

indirect effects (i.e. the effect of one species on another mediated by a third species) of control agents 100 

are rarely observed because of the inherent difficulty in studying whole communities of interacting 

species and attributing causation to changes in potentially indirectly affected populations. 

Consequently, there are few studies investigating the impact of biocontrol agents on communities and 

ecosystem function (Memmott 2000).  

 105 

Indirect effects of parasitoid biocontrol agents could theoretically be density mediated (resulting from 

the parasitoid decreasing host reproduction and survival) or trait mediated (resulting from the 

parasitoid causing changes in host phenotype, behaviour or life history) (Dunn et al. 2012). Here, I 

focus on density mediated indirect effects among host species mediated by parasitoid species.  

 110 

Apparent competition 

 

Indirect interactions have received less attention than direct interactions, though their importance in 

structuring communities can be as important as direct effects (O'Connor et al. 2013). Apparent 

competition is an important indirect density-mediated interaction that can affect population dynamics 115 

and community structure (Morris et al. 2005). Apparent competition occurs via the sharing of natural 
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enemies (Holt 1977). For example, if two host species share a natural enemy, then an increase in one 

host can result in an increase in the shared enemy and, consequently, the other prey species may be 

negatively affected. Apparent mutualism is also possible, and occurs when the shared enemy 

preferentially attacks the most abundant prey species, releasing the less abundant prey (Abrams 1987, 120 

Holt and Kotler 1987). Apparent competition has been shown theoretically (Holt 1977, Holt 1984, Holt 

and Lawton 1993) and empirically (Schmitt 1987), and many studies indicate that apparent 

competition, mediated via shared parasitoids, may be important in structuring insect communities 

(Holt 1977, Holt 1984, Holt and Lawton 1993, Holt and Lawton 1994, van Veen et al. 2006).  

 125 

However, this is based mainly on studies of single species pairs and less is known about the 

community wide impacts of apparent competition. However, a seminal study experimentally removed 

two leaf-miner species from a community and found that other leaf miners, with which they shared 

parasitoids, experienced lower parasitism rates (Morris et al. 2004). Similarly, Tack et al. (2011) 

experimentally increased the abundance of three leaf miner species, and using information on their 130 

shared parasitoids, found long-term indirect interactions between some species, as predicted, though 

these effects were not negative (i.e., apparent competition) but positive (apparent mutualism; Holt 

1977). These two studies indicate that indirect effects may in theory be able to be predicted for all 

species in an assemblage. However, predicting community wide impacts of indirect interactions is 

complicated by the dispersal ability of species. The dispersal of natural enemies is important for 135 

determining the spatial scale at which indirect interactions are likely to occur (Morris et al. 2005), and 

how pairwise indirect interactions scale up to the community level. For example, if two host species 

share a common natural enemy but occur on spatially isolated host plants then potential for apparent 

competition will likely be small (Morris et al. 2005). Despite these difficulties, a recent community-level 

empirical study found that apparent competition was important for structuring host-parasitoid 140 

networks in native and plantation forests, and that these two habitats functioned dynamically as a 

single unit (Frost et al. 2016).  

 

However, apparent competition is rarely considered in a biocontrol context, despite its potential for 

negative impacts on the native community (e.g., Carvalheiro et al. 2008). Parasite spillback is an 145 

example of apparent competition and can occur when an alien species is a good host for a native 

parasite (i.e. the alien host provides a reservoir for a parasite which can increase and ‘spillback’ into 

native species) (Roy et al. 2012). For example, a highly host-plant specific weed biocontrol agent was 

found to cause declines in a native insect community, likely due to apparent competition since the 

agent shared a number of natural enemies with seed herbivores from native plants (Carvalheiro et al. 150 

2008).  
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Methods for assessing the risk of proposed control agents 

 

Tools for assessing the risk of proposed control agents prior to their release are crucial for deciding 

whether a given agent should be introduced (van Lenteren et al. 2006, Barratt et al. 2010). 155 

Furthermore, the potential outcomes of control agent introduction need to be predicted with enough 

accuracy to inform risk-benefit assessments (Louda and Stiling 2004). To this end, various tools exist 

for assessing the potential non-target impacts of proposed biological control agents. For example, 

host range experiments are commonly used to test whether a proposed control agent will attack a 

given native species (e.g., Berndt et al. 2007). However, it is often not feasible to test a proposed 160 

control agent with every native species in the community to which it is being introduced. This has 

motivated the development of PRONTI – priority ranking of non-target invertebrates – which uses 5 

criteria (direct and indirect hazards, likelihood of exposure to hazards, impacts that may result from 

exposure, species’ anthropocentric value, and testability) to prioritise potential non-target species for 

testing (Todd et al. 2015). This tool has been applied retrospectively to the parasitoid control agent 165 

Microctonus aethiopoides, introduced to New Zealand in 1982, and several of the species the control 

agent has attacked following its introduction were ranked highly by PRONTI, suggesting its usefulness 

for predicting directs effects of agents (Barratt et al. 2016).  

 

Despite their utility in risk assessment, these approaches only consider the potential direct effects of 170 

control agents; to my knowledge there are currently no methods available for evaluating potential 

nontarget impacts of proposed control agents via indirect interactions (Barratt et al. 2010), despite 

them being likely to be common (Simberloff 2012, Tylianakis and Binzer 2014). 

 

The analysis of ecological networks is an important tool in pure and applied community ecology (Ings 175 

et al. 2009, Memmott 2009, Bascompte 2010), and offers a promising approach to understanding the 

community-wide impacts (via direct and indirect interactions) of biocontrol agents (Memmott 2000). 

Interactions between species contribute to ecosystem functioning (Hooper et al. 2005, Thompson et 

al. 2012) and interaction networks allow the importance of various network features on the stability of 

communities to be studied (McCann 2000, Bastolla et al. 2009, Thébault and Fontaine 2010, James et 180 

al. 2012). Ecological networks, which describe interactions between species in a community, are 

therefore important for understanding ecosystem processes. Networks can be visualised as a graph in 

which each species is represented by a node and links connect interacting species. Networks can be 

binary (i.e. presence/absence) or quantitative (weighted), in which interaction frequencies between 

pairs of species in a community are recorded. Despite this framework being useful in ecology 185 

generally, there are few studies describing network approaches to studying biocontrol, despite the 
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clear benefits of such approaches (Macfadyen et al. 2009, Tylianakis and Binzer 2014). Furthermore, 

many biocontrol (and integrated pest management) strategies involve parasitoids as control agents 

(Bianchi et al. 2006). Host-parasitoid network research therefore has the potential to help advance 

biocontrol theory and practices (Carvalheiro et al. 2008, Macfadyen et al. 2009).  190 

 

Predicting interactions 

 

Much research suggests that species traits play an important role in structuring interactions (Gravel et 

al. 2013, Bartomeus et al. 2016, Brousseau et al. 2018, Gravel et al. 2019). Species traits have been 195 

proposed to determine species interactions via a two-step process. Firstly, ecological and life history 

traits determine species distributions and abundance. This is important because, for species to 

interact, they must co-occur in the same region or microhabitat, and during the same time (e.g. 

phenological matching) (Bartomeus et al. 2016). Secondly, morphological or physiological trait 

matching between species, may be required for, and therefore predict, interactions (Bartomeus et al. 200 

2016). Mutualisms often favour the evolution of trait complementarity, resulting in a high degree of 

trait matching (Guimaraes et al. 2011) (e.g., between frugivores and fleshy fruited plants; Dehling et al. 

2014). In addition to traits being potentially useful predictors of interactions, sometimes relatively few 

traits are needed to explain network structure (Eklöf et al. 2013). When traits cannot be easily 

measured or the traits responsible for interactions are unknown, phylogenies, the shared evolutionary 205 

history of species, can serve as a surrogate for measured and unmeasured traits, and thus help to 

explain the structure of interactions within a community (Eklöf et al. 2012, Eklöf and Stouffer 2016, 

Peralta 2016). For example, a study of 36 plant-pollinator and 23 plant-frugivore mutualistic networks 

found that in about half of the networks phylogenetic relationships of species could predict their 

interaction partners (Rezende et al. 2007). Furthermore, Pearse and Altermatt (2013) showed that 210 

phylogenetic similarity, along with herbivore host breadth (number of plant species used by a 

herbivore), and existing native plant-native herbivore interactions, could predict novel interactions 

between non-native plants and native herbivores.  

 

Therefore, traits and phylogenies hold promise for the prediction of interactions. Accordingly, many 215 

studies have shown that traits and phylogenies can successfully predict interactions among species 

(Eklöf et al. 2013, Gravel et al. 2013, Pearse and Altermatt 2013, Bartomeus et al. 2016). More recently, 

machine learning techniques, such as random forest and k-nearest neighbour, have been added to the 

list of tools used to predict interactions (Desjardins-Proulx et al. 2017, Pichler et al. 2019). In addition 

to traits and phylogenies (i.e., information that captures niche processes), it is widely recognised that 220 

neutral processes, which describe interactions patterns based on the probability of species randomly 
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encountering each other, play a role in shaping ecological networks (Stang et al. 2007, García et al. 

2014, Staniczenko et al. 2017). This neutral component of interactions is commonly incorporated in 

predictive models as abundances of species (Vázquez et al. 2007). Although much recent research 

indicates that traits, phylogenies and abundances are useful predictors of species interactions, less is 225 

known about the circumstances under which predictions are likely to be better (or worse). Emerging 

research suggests that species characteristics (e.g., generality, or biogeographic status) may influence 

the predictive ability of trait (or phylogenetic) based models (Peralta et al. under review). Additionally, 

many predictive models do not take account of the habitat for which predictions are being made, and 

often assume that interaction data from one habitat can be extrapolated to a different habitat, despite 230 

research indicating that predicting network structure at a new habitat is difficult (Staniczenko et al. 

2017).  

 

Thesis objectives 

 235 

The overall aim of my research was to determine whether network approaches can be used to predict 

effects (both direct and indirect) of proposed parasitoid biological control agents. However, rather 

than focusing on biological control species only, I focus on developing a proof of concept using an 

entire host-parasitoid community (only some of which are pests and control agents).  My first 

objective was to compare two machine-learning techniques (random forest and k-nearest neighbour) 240 

for the prediction of host-parasitoid networks, using traits and phylogenies to inform the models. I 

focused on these two machine-learning techniques because they have been shown to successfully 

predict species interactions (Desjardins-Proulx et al. 2017), and because my aim was not to compare 

all possible methods for predicting species interactions. Rather, my focus was to test whether existing 

methods for the prediction of interactions could be extended to predict indirect effects. My second 245 

objective was to test whether the ability of these machine learning techniques to predict species 

interactions varied with species generality and when the data used to train the predictive model came 

from the same vs, different habitat as that for which the predictions were being made. My final 

objective was to determine whether these machine-learning-predicted networks can be used to 

predict indirect effects (specifically apparent competition), which could then be applied to control 250 

agents (or other novel species). 

 

Study System 

 

To address these objectives, I used a data-set from Frost et al. (2016). Quantitative host-parasitoid 255 

interaction data were collected from 16 training sites (8 from native forest and 8 from plantation) and 

32 validation sites (16 from native forest and 16 from plantation) in the Nelson/Marlborough region of 
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New Zealand. Each training site consisted of 2 transects; an edge (10 metres towards the forest 

interior from the edge between the two forest types) and interior (400-500 metres from the forest 

edge). Each validation site consisted of 1 edge transect (from its respective forest type). At each 260 

transect (50m x 2m) all Lepidoptera larvae (‘hosts’) were collected and reared in the laboratory until 

parasitoids emerged or they developed into adults. Parasitoids and moths were then identified to 

species level where possible using available taxonomic information (Huddleston 1986, Austin and 

Dangerfield 1992, Berry 1997, van Achterberg et al. 2004) and expert assistance (J. Dugdale, J. Berry, 

and R. Schnitzler), and otherwise to morphospecies. For parasitoids, morphospecies were validated as 265 

species using molecular methods. The training sites were sampled seven times over two summer 

seasons (season 1: December 2009, January, February 2010; season 2: October, November 2010, 

January, February 2011). For half the validation sites, herbivore abundance on the plantation side of 

the edge was experimentally reduced by aerial spraying with a caterpillar-specific biopesticide in the 

middle of sampling. Validation sites were sampled twice before this herbivore reduction treatment 270 

(October, November 2010) and twice after (January, February 2011).  
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Methods 275 

 

My overall aim was to use two machine-learning methods (random forests and KNN) to predict direct 

interactions among species, then to use the direct interactions to predict indirect interactions, in each 

case validating the predictions with empirical data. I will begin by outlining the traits used to inform 

the machine learning models. Both the traits and dataset are common to both machine-learning 280 

methods. Then, I will describe the two methods, how the algorithms were trained, the selection of 

parameter values, and the metrics used to assess model performance. Finally, I will describe the 

statistical analyses used to test my hypotheses. 

 

Traits 285 

 

Recent research suggests that species traits can be used to predict interactions (Eklöf et al. 2013, 

Bartomeus et al. 2016, Staniczenko et al. 2017). I collected traits of species that I hypothesised, based 

on previous literature, would be useful for predicting interactions: phylogeny, generality, phenology 

and abundance, biogeographic status and body size. Following is a description of each of these traits.  290 

 

Phylogenies 

 

Phylogenies, the shared evolutionary history of species, can serve as a surrogate for variation in many 

traits (both known and unknown), and can therefore help explain network structure (Eklöf et al. 2012). 295 

Additionally, due to convergent evolution, traits are not always perfectly correlated with phylogenies, 

so phylogenies can provide additional information. I therefore included both host and parasitoid 

phylogenies as predictors in the machine-learning models.  

 

Host phylogeny 300 

 

I constructed a host phylogeny for all the species in the dataset (described below) using one 

mitochondrial marker (Cytochrome Oxidase subunit 1, COI) and one nuclear marker (wingless gene, 

Wgl) sequence, both of which I obtained from GenBank (Benson et al. 2012). I choose these sequences 

because they were available for the greatest number of species in our dataset. I used the rentrez R 305 

package (v 1.2.1) (Winter 2017) to obtain GenBank accession numbers for both markers for each host 

species. I then used the ape R package (v 5.2) (Paradis and Schliep 2018) to retrieve sequences from 

GenBank using this list of accession numbers.  

 

Sequences were obtained at species level where available, and at genus or family level where a species 310 

level sequence was not available (i.e. for species that did not have a GenBank entry for a sequence, the 
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sequence from another species within the same genus or family was used instead). When this case of 

species-level sequences not being available applied to more than one species within the same genus 

in our dataset, the same GenBank accession number (and therefore sequence) was assigned to each of 

them. In other words, congeneric species could not be distinguished phylogenetically when neither 315 

one occurred in Genbank for either sequence. 

 

The host phylogeny was constructed using all 85 host species in the dataset. The number of COI 

sequences available at family, genus and species level were 34, 34 and 17, respectively. The number of 

Wgl sequences available at family, genus and species level were 46, 10 and 2, respectively. A family 320 

level sequence for Wgl was not found for 27 species. The greatest number of species in the same 

family, for which a species or genus level sequence was not available, was 11 for the COI sequence (for 

Geometridae) and 19 for the Wgl sequence (for Tortricidae). 

 

The COI and Wgl sequences were aligned separately in MEGA X (Molecular Evolutionary Genetics 325 

Analysis) (Kumar et al. 2018) (version 10.0.5), using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) with default settings. Two 

incorporate both markers, I imported both aligned sequence files into BEAUTi2 (version 2.5.2) 

(available within the BEAST2 package) which is equivalent to concatenating the sequences (i.e. each 

host species has a concatenated two-gene sequence (COI + Wgl)). I used a ‘dummy’ sequence of N’s 

for missing sequences (i.e. for species that were missing one of COI or Wgl). I included Pogonomyrmex 330 

subdentatus (Hymenoptera: Formicidae) as an outgroup. The outgroup was included as a prior with a 

lognormal distribution (mean = 10, standard deviation = 0.5, offset = 340). 

 

BEAST2 (version 2.5.2) was used to estimate the phylogenies (Drummond et al. 2006, Drummond and 

Rambaut 2007). The tree prior was set using a Yule model (this is the same model used by Peralta et 335 

al. 2015) to construct phylogenies for the same taxa. I linked the tree in BEAUTi2 to ensure the same 

phylogeny was used for all partitions (sequences) and linked the clock model (which assumes the 

partitions have the same evolutionary branch-rate distribution). I did not link the site model, to allow 

each partition to evolve under a different substitution model. However, PAUP* (v.4.0a build 165) 

(Phylogenetic Analysis Using PAUP) (Swofford) indicated that a GTR site model (Tavaré 1986) with a 340 

Gamma Category Count of 4 was the best model for both partitions. Therefore, I used a GTR site 

model for both partitions. I used a lognormal relaxed molecular clock, and the chain length was set to 

10,000,000, sampling parameters every 1000 trees. I used Tree Annotator (version 2.5.2) (available 

within the BEAST2 package) to construct a maximum credibility tree, with a burn-in of 1000 initial 

trees, and FigTree (v1.4.4) (Rambaut 2018) was used to view the phylogenetic tree.  345 
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Parasitoid phylogeny 

 

I constructed a parasitoid phylogeny (for all 70 parasitoid species) using one mitochondrial marker 

(COI) and one ribosomal marker (28S), both obtained from GenBank (Benson et al. 2012). Frost et al. 350 

(2016) sequenced COI for some parasitoid species (GenBank accession numbers: KM106857 – 

KM107193). I used these sequences and searched GenBank for species they did not sequence. The 

number of COI sequences available at family, genus and species level were 10, 55 and 4, respectively. 

The number of 28S sequences available at family, genus and species level were 14, 52 and 3, 

respectively. Sequences for one parasitoid (Nematoda) were only found at phylum level. However, all 355 

other parasitoids in the dataset were Arthropods (Hymenoptera and Diptera), so a phylum-level 

sequence for the few nematodes was able to distinguish them from the others. I used the same 

phylogenetic construction method as explained for hosts, but this time Declana floccosa (Lepidoptera: 

Geometridae) was included as the outgroup.  

 360 

Including phylogenies in models 

 

Phylogenetic relationships between species were included in models by first converting the 

phylogenetic tree into a distance matrix (using the cophenetic function in the ape R package (v 5.2) 

(Paradis and Schliep 2018)) and then converting the distance matrix into principal component axes 365 

(using the pcoa function in the ape package), to include in the machine-learning models. The first and 

second PCOA axes explained 33.54 and 24.89 percent of the variation, respectively, for the host 

phylogeny and 33.49 and 22.53 percent of the variation, respectively, for the parasitoid phylogeny. 

The third PCOA axis explained markedly less variance for both phylogenies (8.28 and 9.95 percent, 

respectively). I therefore only included the first two PCOA axes.  370 

 

Generality 

 

I included host and parasitoid generality as traits, because recent evidence suggests that species 

generalism tends to be conserved (Emer et al. 2016), so including generalism gives an opportunity to 375 

predict generalism in the validation sites. 

 

The simplest measure of generality is species degree (the number of species with which a given 

species interacts) (Vázquez and Aizen 2006). This measure is limited, however, as it disregards 

information about the availability of interaction partners, and strongly depends on the size of the 380 

network (Fort et al. 2016). I therefore used normalised degree (ND) which represents species degree 

normalised to account for differences in the availability of interaction partners (Dormann 2011), and 
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thus is a measure of the relative generality of a species compared to other species in the same trophic 

level, within the same network (Dormann 2011).  

 385 

I calculated the ND of host and parasitoid species using the “specieslevel” function of the bipartite R 

package (v. 2.11) (Dormann et al. 2008), to represent how specialist/generalist host and parasitoid 

species were in their interactions with plant and host species, respectively.  

 

ND was calculated separately for each forest type (native vs. plantation) and was calculated using only 390 

the training data (i.e. the generality of species at the validation sites was estimated by their generality 

at the training sites). This is important because parasitoid ND is calculated from the host-parasitoid 

network and it would have been circular to use information from the validation network to predict the 

validation network. For species that were only present at the validation sites, genus level (or family 

level) averages of ND were used instead of species level estimates (i.e. the average ND value of all 395 

species in the same genus (or family) in the training data was used) because species’ network roles 

can be conserved at the family or higher level (Stouffer et al. 2012). For three parasitoid species, no 

species in the same family were present in the training data, so the average ND value of all parasitoid 

species was used.  

 400 

The generality of a species often appears to increase with its abundance (Dupont et al. 2003, Vázquez 

and Aizen 2003), in part because a larger sample size characterises a greater proportion of possible 

interactions. Thus, when predicting interactions, I included abundance data separately to generality, 

and therefore did not control for abundance when calculating species generality.  

 405 

Phenology and abundance 

 

Much research suggests that species abundance and phenological overlap play a key role in 

structuring interactions (Krishna et al. 2008, Vázquez et al. 2009a, Vázquez et al. 2009b, Vizentin-

Bugoni et al. 2014, Albrecht et al. 2015, Staniczenko et al. 2017). I therefore included phenology and 410 

abundance (for both host and parasitoid species) as traits. I measured phenology and abundance 

separately for each forest type, and separately for training and validation sites. I considered two 

aspects of phenology: abundance of each species in each month and phenological overlap between 

each host-parasitoid pair. I included both these aspects in the random forest models, though only 

included the first (abundance of each species in each month) in the KNN models, as KNN considers 415 

host and parasitoid traits separately, in contrast to random forest which considers host-parasitoid trait 

matching (see below).  
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Phenology 

 420 

I included phenology as the abundance of each species in each month. To calculate this aspect of 

phenology, I first estimated the abundance of each host species as the number of individuals collected 

each month. No independent estimates of adult parasitoid abundance were available, so I estimated 

the abundance of each parasitoid species from the quantitative interaction networks by summing 

across link weights (representing parasitism rates, i.e. the abundance of parasitoid larvae in hosts). 425 

Importantly, although parasitoid abundance was calculated from the network, interaction data (i.e., 

links between species) were not used, avoiding the circularity of using the network to predict the 

network. However, I acknowledge that this requires knowledge of the abundance of each parasitoid 

within the community for which the predictions are being made. Nevertheless, if successful as a proof 

of concept, this approach has the advantage of being able to test (using simulation) how impacts may 430 

change with increasing abundance of a parasitoid species, though I do not focus on this here. I 

normalised abundance of host and parasitoid species by the number of sites sampled per month. For 

both the random forest and KNN analyses, I used two sampling months (October and November 

2010) for phenology, as these were the only sampling months in common between the training and 

validation datasets.  435 

 

I calculated the quantitative phenological overlap for each host-parasitoid species pair following the 

method described in Pleasants (1990). I first divided the abundance of each species in each month by 

the total abundance of that species across all months, to obtain the proportional abundance of each 

species per month. Then, for each host-parasitoid pair, I compared, month-by-month, the 440 

proportional abundance of both the host and parasitoid species and took the lower value of the two 

(because the abundance of the rarer partner limits the interaction frequency). This gives the ‘overlap’ 

for each pair for each month. I then summed these overlap values to obtain the final phenological 

overlap value for each host-parasitoid pair. For the training data, all 7 sampling months were used to 

calculate phenological overlap, while for the validation data, two sampling months (October and 445 

November 2010) were used to calculate phenological overlap.  

 

Abundance 

 

Site level abundance at the validation sites was calculated as the abundance of each species at each 450 

site summed across both sampling months in the ‘before’ time step (October, November 2010) and 

divided by two (to obtain the abundance of each species per site per month, so that the values are 

comparable to the training data). The training data comprise one meta-web (for each random forest 

model). To calculate ‘site level abundance’ for the training data, I therefore used the abundance of 
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each species summed across all training sites and sampling months averaged by the number of sites 455 

and months to account for sample size differences across the training and validation datasets.  

 

Biogeographic status 

 

I included biogeographic status (native vs. exotic) of host species as a trait because recent evidence 460 

suggests that niche processes for species interactions (and therefore predictions based on traits and 

phylogenies) are weaker for exotic species (Peralta et al. under review). Host biogeographic status was 

determined using Hoare et al. (2011), Hoare (2019) and Philpott (1927). I was not able to determine 

the biogeographic status of 7 host species and therefore removed these species from all subsequent 

analyses. I did not include biogeographic status for parasitoid species because I was not able to 465 

determine this information for parasitoid species identified to morphospecies or genus level (since to 

my knowledge none of the genera present in our dataset are known to be entirely native (or exotic)).  

 

Body size 

 470 

Body size is correlated with a number of important characteristics (Woodward et al. 2005), and is 

therefore often the best predictor of species interactions. Eklöf et al. (2013) found that body size was 

the best predictor of host-parasitoid networks, and generally important across a range of interaction 

networks. Specifically, they found that body length and body mass of the parasitoid were the best 

predictors of host-parasitoid interactions for an Ecuadorian network (Tylianakis et al. 2007) and a New 475 

Zealand alpine grassland network, respectively. I therefore included body mass of both host and 

parasitoid species as traits in the model. Body mass was measured at species level, except for 9 

parasitoid and 8 host species, which were measured at genus (or family) level (i.e. the average of all 

species in the same genus (family) was used), as species level estimates were not available for these 

species.  480 

 

Predicting Networks 

 

There is a long history of predicting interactions, beginning with niche (Williams and Martinez 2000, 

2004) and cascade (Cohen and Newman 1985) models, which were focused on generating overall 485 

networks, to more recent methods that focus on predicting interactions between specific sets of 

species (Eklöf et al. 2013, Bartomeus et al. 2016, Brousseau et al. 2018). Recently machine learning 

techniques have been used to predict ecological interactions (Desjardins-Proulx et al. 2017, Pichler et 

al. 2019). Here, I compare two machine learning techniques (random forest and k-nearest neighbour, 

KNN) for the prediction of ecological interactions, specifically host-parasitoid interactions. I chose 490 

these machine learning techniques because they have recently been shown to successfully predict 
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species interactions (Desjardins-Proulx et al. 2017). These machine learning methods use host and 

parasitoid traits, along with known interactions (from training sites, described above), to make 

predictions at new locations (or for new species such as biological control agents). I used these 

machine learning methods as a proof of concept for predicting non-target impacts (both direct and 495 

indirect) of biocontrol agents, rather than for making predictions for a specific control agent.  

 

Random forest 

 

Random forest is a machine learning technique used across a range of disciples and can be used for 500 

both regression and classification problems. A random forest is constructed from many (often 

hundreds or thousands) individual decision trees. Individual estimates from each tree are combined to 

give an overall prediction (average or majority vote for regression and classification, respectively). 

Each tree is trained on a random sample of the data and only a random subset of features (i.e. 

predictor variables) are considered for the splitting of each node. This is important because it ensures 505 

that trees are independent (not correlated) and diverse (i.e. use different variables to make 

predictions). While an individual decision tree may overfit to the data, random forests overcomes this 

by having many trees that are trained on different subsets of the data (both observations and 

predictor variables).  

 510 

To predict interactions at new locations or among new species, the random forest model learns (from 

the training data) which host and/or parasitoid trait combinations are likely to correspond to an 

interaction occurrence. The algorithm then uses these rules, along with the traits of new species, to 

predict whether new combinations of host-parasitoid species pairs will interact.   

 515 

KNN (k-nearest neighbour) 

 

Recommender systems are a class of methods used to predict the rating or preference that a user 

would give to a presently-unknown item, based on their ratings of known items (or based on ratings 

of similar users). They are widely used by companies such as YouTube, Netflix and Spotify for 520 

generating playlists, and by Amazon (and other online services) for recommending items to users. 

KNN is one such recommender system, which uses the preferences of similar users to recommend 

new items (such as films) to users. KNN is based on the idea that similar users will prefer similar items. 

More recently, KNN has been used to predict predator-prey interactions in ecological communities 

(Desjardins-Proulx et al. 2017).  525 
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I used KNN to predict host-parasitoid interactions by recommending host species (items) to parasitoid 

species (users). I focused on this (rather than recommending parasitoid species to host species) 

because our focus is to predict non-target host species of proposed biocontrol agents. KNN uses the 

preferences of parasitoid species with similar traits to predict interaction partners for new parasitoid 530 

species (as if each parasitoid species were a new control agent). As a measure of which species had 

(dis)similar traits, I calculated the Euclidean distance between parasitoid species in trait space using 

the ‘distance matrix’ function from the SciPy Spatial package (Jones et al. 2001). I used Euclidean 

distance because all parasitoid traits were continuous. I scaled all traits to have a range of 0 to 1 and 

weighted the individual columns of phenology and phylogeny by half (as these traits each consisted 535 

of two components; first and second PCOA axes, and abundance in October and November 2010, 

respectively) so that these traits would each have a weighting equal to other traits. 

 

Models 

 540 

When making predictions about the impacts of novel species such as potential biological control 

agents, it is possible that interaction and/or trait data will not exist for the specific recipient habitat. It 

may be that some species’ traits (such as generality or abundance) change across habitats. 

Additionally, the species composition and the interactions that are realised may vary with habitat type. 

Therefore, to determine whether the ability of a machine learning technique (random forest or KNN) 545 

to predict networks differed when training data came from the same vs. different habitat, and to 

compare random forest model predictions to KNN, I built three models (‘native’, ‘plantation’, 

‘combined’) for each machine learning technique, using data (‘meta-networks’; described below) from 

the training sites. The first two models (‘native’ and ‘plantation’) were trained on sites from a single 

forest type (native forest or plantation, respectively) and the third model (‘combined’) was trained on 550 

both forest types.  

 

Training meta-networks 

 

I created one host-parasitoid training meta-network for each of the three models. To create the 555 

training meta-networks for the ‘native’ and ‘plantation’ models, I pooled data across the training sites 

of a single forest type (native forest or plantation, respectively) and across sampling dates. To create 

the ‘combined’ training meta-network, I pooled data across all training sites (i.e., from both forest 

types) and sampling dates. The meta-networks only included host species that were parasitized at 

least once (i.e. confirmed hosts). Further, I only included a host-parasitoid species pair as non-560 

interacting if they co-occurred at least once at the same site, as host-parasitoid pairs that did not co-

occur cannot be assumed to not interact in situations where they are both present. In addition to this, 
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networks of species interactions are often sparse (there are few interactions compared to non-

interactions). This can cause random forests to perform poorly at predicting interactions (compared to 

predicting non-interactions). Reducing the number of non-interactions (‘zeroes’) by only including co-565 

occurring pairs helps to balance the number of zeroes and non-zeroes in training data, and therefore 

likely improves the random forest models’ predictive ability of interactions. In contrast to random 

forest, which uses interactions and non-interactions to make predictions, KNN only uses positive data 

(i.e. known interactions), thus avoiding the difficulty of making inferences from non-interactions (i.e., 

‘missing links’; Jordano 2016), which could simply result from inadequate sampling. I trained the 570 

random forest models on the binary meta-networks and trained the KNN models on the weighted 

meta-networks.   

 

Imbalanced data 

 575 

Imbalanced data (a large skew in the number of observations in each class) are common (for example, 

in detection of a rare disease), and this imbalance in the training data often causes the random forest 

classifier (and other classifiers) to perform poorly on the minority class (e.g. interactions; ‘ones’) (Jeni 

et al. 2013). Sampling techniques that balance the training data are commonly used to increase the 

classifier’s ability to correctly predict the minority class. There are many different sampling techniques, 580 

and they fall into three main groups: oversampling the minority class, under-sampling the majority 

class and a combination of both. Oversampling techniques can be random (for example, ‘random 

oversampling of the minority class’ in which random instances of the minority group are repeated) or 

synthetic (in which synthetic samples, similar to existing samples, are created). Similarly, under-

sampling techniques can be random (e.g. random instances of the majority class are removed), but 585 

more complicated techniques exist in which, for example, observations that are near the border of the 

two classes are removed to help the classifier more easily distinguish between the two classes (e.g., 

‘Near-Miss’ and Condensed Nearest Neighbour; Hart 1968, Mani and Zhang 2003). Sampling methods 

are only performed on the training data. 

 590 

Testing the models  

 

I tested the predictions of each model on all 32 validation sites (at the first time step; i.e., before 

treatment) for each forest type. For each site of a given forest type, I predicted whether or not an 

interaction occurred between each host-parasitoid pair present at the site. At three validation sites, no 595 

parasitoids emerged from any of the collected hosts. I therefore did not include these sites in any of 

the subsequent analyses.  
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Testing the random forest models Random forest used both host and parasitoid traits, along with 

known interactions or absences of interactions (among co-occurring species), to assign a probability 600 

of interaction occurrence to each host-parasitoid species pair at each validation site. Specific 

differences from KNN are described below.  

 

Testing the KNN models 

 605 

To predict interactions at each validation site using KNN, for each parasitoid species i at a site, I used 

species trait data to find the k nearest parasitoid species (in the training data) to parasitoid i. This uses 

parasitoid but not host traits (which is different to random forests which uses both host and parasitoid 

traits), and host traits are only used for the special case of new host species, see below. All host 

species that were attacked by these k parasitoid neighbours in the training data (and also present at 610 

the validation site) were recommended to parasitoid i (i.e. the model predicts that parasitoid i will 

attack these host species). This is equivalent to recommending films that similar users have liked to a 

new user. To calculate a predicted interaction frequency for each of parasitoid i’s interactions, I took 

the average interaction frequency (in the training data) between the k neighbours and the 

recommended host species. This is different to random forests, which were trained on binary rather 615 

than weighted networks. If a parasitoid species was found in both the training and testing data, it was 

not used as a neighbour of itself; this decision was made because interaction data in the new location 

would likely not be available for a proposed control agent.  

 

Including new host species (host species only found in the validation data) in the KNN models 620 

 

Because recommendations are based on host use of parasitoid species in the training data, only host 

species present in the training data will be recommended to parasitoid species in the validation data 

(i.e. host species only found in the validation data will never be recommended to a parasitoid - these 

host species are analogous to new films that no one has seen or rated yet). This is known as the ‘cold 625 

start’ problem and is common to collaborative filtering systems (recommender systems in which 

recommendations are based on preferences of similar users) (Schein et al. 2002).  

 

To overcome this problem and thereby include host species that are only found in the test data 

(hereafter called ‘new hosts’), I recommended parasitoid species to each new host species using KNN 630 

as described above, except in this case recommending parasitoid species to hosts by using host traits 

to determine their nearest neighbours. Specifically, for each new host species, I used host traits to find 

the k nearest host neighbours in the training data and took the average interaction frequency (in the 

training data) between the k host neighbours and each recommended parasitoid species to calculate a 
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predicted interaction frequency for each of the new host’s interactions. I used the same method as 635 

described above for parasitoids to calculate the Euclidean distance between host species, as all host 

traits were continuous, except for biogeographic status, which I encoded as a dummy variable and 

treated as a continuous trait. I made these predictions of parasitoids for new hosts rather than using 

the observed interaction frequency between the k host neighbours and their parasitoid species from 

the validation data, because this would essentially use the test data to train the model.  640 

 

All random forest and KNN analyses (including hyperparameter tuning and threshold selection, 

described below) were performed in Python (3.7). I used RandomForestClassifier from the Python 

package scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) to perform the random forest analyses. 

 645 

Tuning hyperparameters 

 

Random forest and KNN have a number of hyperparameters (including the number of trees in the 

forest and the number of neighbours, respectively) that can be tuned to optimise the model. 

Hyperparameters are configurations external to a model and their value cannot be estimated from the 650 

data (i.e. learned by the model). Their value must be set by the user before the training process 

begins. In contrast, model parameters are learned during training (i.e. their value is estimated from the 

data) and are internal to the model.  

 

The default hyperparameter settings for random forest and KNN are unlikely to be optimal for a given 655 

problem. Additionally, the default settings for random forest do not prevent a model from overfitting 

to the training data and therefore may result in a model which performs well on the training data but 

poorly on the test data. For example, the default settings do not limit the maximum depth of each tree 

(a measure of the complexity of the model). Complex models tend to perform poorly on new data, 

since they have ‘memorised’ (overlearned) the training data. 660 

 

It is not possible to know the best combination of hyperparameters to use for random forest or KNN 

before running a model. The best way to determine the optimal hyperparameter values is to try many 

different combinations and then assess the performance of each model. However, a complete grid 

search can be very computationally expensive if there are many hyperparameters (as in the case of 665 

random forest), since a model will be built for every possible combination of a pre-set list of values of 

the hyperparameters. For example, a grid with just 4 hyperparameters and 5 possible values for each 

hyperparameter gives 54 = 625 possible combinations. By contrast, a random grid search, which does 

not try every combination but randomly selects combinations to try, provides a more efficient method 
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and has been shown to almost always find the best hyperparameter settings (Bergstra and Bengio 670 

2012). This is because the algorithm chooses combinations at random, meaning a wide range of 

settings are tried.  

 

Hyperparameter tuning must be done on the training data. It is important that a model never ‘sees’ 

the test data until the testing phase (i.e. testing data should never be used in the training phase). This 675 

way I can assess how the model will perform on new data it has never seen before. However, 

optimising the hyperparameters for the training data can lead to overfitting (i.e. a model that 

performs well on the training data but poorly on the testing data). The standard way to account for 

this is to use cross validation. K-fold cross validation (K-fold CV) is the most common cross validation 

method. K-Fold CV first splits the training set into K subsets (called ‘folds’). The model is trained on K-680 

1 of the folds and then evaluated on the Kth fold (called the validation data). This is repeated K times 

(i.e. for each fold). Performance metrics (calculated for each validation fold) are averaged to determine 

the final metrics for the model.  

 

Tuning hyperparameters for random forest 685 

 

An efficient method to tune hyperparameters for random forest is to combine a random grid search 

(as the number of hyperparameters makes a complete grid search too computationally demanding) 

with K-fold validation. This can be automatically implemented using Scikit-learn’s 

‘RandomizedSearchCV’ method, which randomly selects hyperparameter combinations (from a pre-690 

defined list of values for each hyperparameter) and performs cross validation for each combination of 

values. Overall metric scores for all combinations are then compared to find the best hyperparameter 

combination.  

 

Because my data are imbalanced (there are few interactions compared to non-interactions) and 695 

random forest uses both interaction occurrence and non-occurrence to train a model, I used stratified 

K-Fold CV; a variation of K-fold suitable for imbalanced data that returns stratified folds (i.e. the 

percentage of samples in each class is preserved). I used this instead of K-Fold, which randomly splits 

the data and does not necessarily preserve the percentage of samples in each class, because the small 

proportion of interactions (‘ones’) in the training data, means that standard K-Fold may result in folds 700 

which only contain ‘zeros’ (i.e. non-interactions). A model trained on data that only contains ‘non-

interactions’ would only be able to predict non-interactions. 
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Therefore, I performed a random grid search with stratified K-Fold CV to find the optimal 

hyperparameters for each random forest model using Scikit-learn’s RandomizedSearchCV method 705 

with 100 iterations (i.e. hyperparameter combinations) and 3 folds (K=3). Further, I repeated this 

process for six different sampling methods (RandomOverSampler, RandomUnderSampler, NearMiss 

(version 1,2,3), and CondensedNearestNeighbour, all from the ‘imblearn’ package) to find the best 

sampling method to balance the training data (see Imbalanced data above). Only the training data 

were used to tune the hyperparameters and find the best sampling method.  710 

 

Tuning hyperparameters for KNN 

 

The number of neighbours, k, used to predict interaction partners is an important hyperparameter in 

KNN, and must be set before the model training process begins. It is often not possible to know the 715 

optimal number of neighbours to use prior to running the model. If parasitoid species interact with 

similar host species to their closest neighbours, a small value of k is likely to capture most interactions. 

However, if parasitoid species are more dissimilar in their interactions, a higher value of k is likely to 

better predict interactions, as a greater diversity of host species is likely to be recommended to a 

given parasitoid species. Additionally, neighbours can be unweighted (all neighbours contribute 720 

equally to predictions) or they can be weighted by distance (i.e. closer neighbours contribute more to 

predictions).  

 

In contrast to random forests, where less-important predictors (traits) contribute less to predictions, in 

KNN all traits are equally weighted when determining the similarity between parasitoid species, and 725 

thus contribute equally to predictions. Furthermore, KNN assumes that similar parasitoid species (i.e. 

species with similar trait values) interact with a similar subset of host species. Therefore, it is important 

to select traits that make species with similar values for these traits likely to interact with a similar 

subset of host species (i.e. it is important to determine which traits correlate most strongly with similar 

interaction patterns), because the addition of uninformative traits will reduce predictive accuracy.  730 

 

To determine the best parameter settings (k, whether to use weighted vs. unweighted neighbours, and 

which species traits to include) for each KNN model (‘native’, ‘plantation’, ‘combined’), I performed a 

complete grid search (i.e. every subset of species traits with every value of k, both weighted and 

unweighted) combined with leave-one-out cross validation on the training data. This differs to 735 

random forest, where I performed a random grid search combined with stratified K-fold CV. I 

performed a complete grid search here because the small number of parameters made this 

computationally feasible and used leave-one-out cross validation to avoid cases of ‘new’ hosts (see 
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above). For the runs with neighbour weightings, I used the weighting function described in Dudani 

(1976), which weights neighbours inversely proportional to their distance from the focal parasitoid 740 

species (in trait space). Specifically, for each parameter combination, I performed leave-one-out cross 

validation, in which each parasitoid species was iteratively removed from the training data, and the 

remaining training data were used to predict its interaction partners). 

 

Determining the best parameter combinations for random forest and KNN 745 

 

To determine the best hyperparameter combination for each of the six models (‘native’, ‘plantation’ 

and ‘combined’ for both random forest and KNN), I calculated the F1 score (which only considers 

whether a prediction of an interaction occurrence is correct or incorrect) for each parameter 

combination. I chose this metric because it is appropriate for both random forest (because the F1 750 

score is suitable for imbalanced data) and for KNN (because metrics which use interaction frequencies, 

(such as Root Mean Square Error), rather than presence vs. absence, can favour models that predict 

non-zero interaction frequencies well, but true non-interactions poorly, resulting a model with a high 

number of false positives 

Random forest 755 

 

The random forest classifier produces a probability of interaction occurrence for each possible 

parasitoid-host combination. Since the testing data include interactions that were either present or 

absent, and the F1 score requires a binary predicted presence/absence of interactions, it is necessary 

to set a threshold probability that is deemed to be an interaction presence. The default probability 760 

threshold for a random forest classifier is 0.5, though this may only be appropriate for balanced data 

(i.e. a balanced number of observations in each class). However, this threshold can be adjusted to 

make the model more (or less) sensitive to false positives, and in the case of imbalanced data, in which 

the positive class (i.e. interactions; ‘ones’) is the minority, lowering the probability threshold is one 

method that can be used to increase a model’s predictive ability of the positive class (though often at 765 

the cost of more false positives).  

 

Ideally, a hyperparameter search would be crossed with a probability search (i.e. for every 

hyperparameter combination, the classifier’s performance would be evaluated at all prescribed 

possible probability threshold values). However, the high computational cost of such a search made 770 

this unfeasible. I therefore first ran a hyperparameter search (described above) for each of the three 

models with a default probability threshold of 0.5, to find the best combination using the F1 score. 

Although the F1 score only considers whether a prediction of an interaction occurrence is correct or 
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incorrect, and therefore is dependent on the threshold selected, the hyperparameter combination with 

the best F1 score also had the best average precision score (this was true for all three models). The 775 

average precision score (the area under the piecewise constant precision-recall curve) is a scoring rule 

– a method for evaluating the accuracy of a classifier based on predicted probabilities, rather than 

class labels, and is therefore independent of the threshold selected.  

 

I then performed a search for the best probability threshold for each of the three random forest 780 

models, using the best hyperparameter settings found in the previous searches. Specifically, I 

performed stratified k-fold CV on the training data, in which for each iteration, I evaluated the 

classifier’s performance at 19 equally spaced probability thresholds between 0.05 and 0.95, inclusive, 

and used the F1 score, as before, to determine the best probability threshold. Because the average 

precision score evaluates a classifier’s performance based on predicted probabilities, and KNN 785 

produces predicted frequencies, rather than probabilities, I used the F1 score to determine the best 

parameter settings to be consistent across the two methods.  

 

KNN 

 790 

KNN predicts interaction frequencies, whereas the F1 score requires a binary predicted 

presence/absence of interactions (to assess its correctness). Therefore, to calculate the F1 score for 

each parameter combination, I converted each KNN predicted interaction frequency into a binary 

value. Because it is not possible to know a priori the best threshold for assigning the presence vs. 

absence of an interaction occurrence, I evaluated each parameter combination (for each model; native, 795 

plantation, combined) at 40 log (base 10) spaced thresholds between 0.05 and the largest predicted 

interaction frequency value. I used a log scale (rather than equally spaced points as for the random 

forest) because this gives higher resolution to smaller numbers where the best threshold is more likely 

to be. I performed a search for the best threshold rather than assigning all non-zero predicted 

interaction frequencies as 1, as this would have resulted in a high number of false positives. In contrast 800 

to random forest, where I performed a probability search after the hyperparameter search, for KNN I 

performed the probability search for every possible hyperparameter combination to find the best 

settings. I used the same method described above for parasitoid species to select the best parameters 

for recommending parasitoid species to new host species. 

 805 
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Best hyperparameters for random forest 

 

Random oversampling of the minority class (i.e. ‘RandomOverSampler’) was the best sampling method 

for all three random forest models, and the optimal probability thresholds for the ‘native’, ‘plantation’ 810 

and ‘combined’ models were 0.5, 0.6, and 0.4, respectively.  

 

Best hyperparameters for KNN 

 

For recommending host species to parasitoid species and recommending parasitoid species to new 815 

host species, using unweighted neighbours gave a higher F1 score for 2/3 models and 3/3 models, 

respectively, compared with weighting neighbours by distance (i.e. trait dissimilarity). I therefore used 

unweighted neighbours for both recommending hosts to parasitoid species and for recommending 

parasitoids to host species.  

 820 

Across the unweighted parasitoid neighbour models, the following traits were collectively included in 

the ‘native’, ‘plantation’ and ‘combined’ models with the best F1 score: body size, phenology, 

phylogeny. I therefore included these traits in the final models. Parasitoid ND and abundance were 

not included in any of the best models and were therefore not included in the final models. This 

differs from random forests, which included all traits, but down-weighted less informative ones.  825 

 

For recommending parasitoid species to host species (i.e. for including new host species only found in 

the test data), all host traits except phylogeny (i.e. body size, host ND, abundance, biogeographic 

status and phenology) were collectively included in the best ‘native’, ‘plantation’ and ‘combined’ 

models (with unweighted neighbours). I therefore included these host traits in the final models.  830 

 

The best overall threshold (average of the best threshold values for the three models: ‘native’, 

‘plantation’, ‘combined’) for assigning presence vs. absence of an interaction occurrence was 0.05 for 

the host models (i.e. recommending parasitoids to hosts) and 0.21 for the parasitoid models.  

 835 

Because many runs (for both hosts and parasitoids) found that the number of nearest neighbours, k = 

5 had the best F1 score, and 5 was the highest value of k included in the parameter search, it is 

possible that the best value for k is greater than 5. Therefore, I performed a further parameter search 

over a larger range of k values (1 to 15) using the best overall parameter settings (i.e. the same 

settings - whether to use weighted vs. unweighted neighbours, which species traits to include, and the 840 

threshold for assigning an interaction presence - for each of the three models; native, plantation, 
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combined) found in the previous parameter search. This showed that the best overall k value for hosts 

was 7 and for parasitoids was 4 (note, while some runs found that a value of k=5 had the best F1 

score, the overall average was 4). I did not perform the initial parameter search with a larger range of k 

values as it was too computationally demanding when crossed with the other parameters (weighting, 845 

etc).  

 

The same parameter settings were used for all three KNN models (‘native’, ‘plantation’, ‘combined’), 

but not for random forest. This decision was made because all traits were included in the random 

forest models (with less important traits down-weighted), whereas for KNN models important traits 850 

must first be selected. I used the same parameter settings for all three KNN models to ensure the 

same traits were present in all the models.   

 

Model performance metrics  

 855 

To assess the performance of random forest and KNN models, I used four metrics (accuracy, F1 score, 

precision and recall). I chose these metrics because they collectively capture a model’s ability to 

predict true positives and negatives while avoiding false positives and negatives. Additionally, F1 

score, recall and precision are suitable for imbalanced data. Importantly, these four metrics only 

consider whether a prediction of an interaction occurrence is correct or incorrect (rather than 860 

accounting for interaction frequencies).  

 

Class imbalance occurs naturally in a wide range of areas (e.g. ecological networks where there are few 

interactions compared to non-interactions), and while many solutions have been proposed, they 

mostly relate to either data resampling or model training, whereas the importance of selecting a 865 

suitable performance evaluation metric is often underestimated (Saito and Rehmsmeier 2015). 

Accuracy (the proportion of correctly classified examples) is a commonly used metric for evaluating 

the performance of a classifier (Jeni et al. 2013). However, accuracy is only appropriate for data where 

the number of observations within each class is balanced, and can be misleading for imbalanced data 

(Jeni et al. 2013). For example, consider the extreme case of predicting a rare disease that occurs in 870 

0.1% of the population. A model which classifies every individual as not having the disease will have 

an accuracy score of 99.9% but is clearly not useful.  

 

In contrast to accuracy, the F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) is suitable for 

imbalanced data.  875 
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F1 score = (2 x precision x recall) / (precision + recall) 

 

The F1 score varies between 0 (worst) and 1 (best). The harmonic mean (rather than average) is used 

because it penalises extreme values. For example, a classifier with a precision of 1 and a recall value of 880 

0 will have an average of 0.5, but an F1 score of 0. Precision (also called positive predictive value) is 

the number of true positives divided by all positive predictions (i.e. precision = TP/(TP+FP)), and 

represents the proportion of correctly predicted interactions (‘ones’) from all host-parasitoid 

combinations that were predicted to interact. Low precision indicates a high number of false positives 

(e.g. host-parasitoid pairs that do not interact but are predicted to interact). Recall (also called 885 

sensitivity or the true positive rate) is the number of true positives divided by the number of positive 

values in the test data (i.e. recall = TP/(TP+FN)). Recall measures the proportion of correctly predicted 

interactions (‘one’) from all true interactions, and therefore captures a model’s ability to ‘recover’ all 

true interactions. High recall indicates a lower number of false negatives (e.g. host-parasitoid pairs 

that interact but are predicted to not interact). This is important in a biocontrol context, where the 890 

precautionary principle would suggest that it is better to predict false interactions than miss true ones. 

However, a model with only high recall, but low precision, would be of limited use in a biocontrol 

setting as the high number of false positives would not allow useful prioritization of potential non-

target host species for risk assessment. Therefore, an ideal model would have high recall and precision 

(and therefore a high F1 score), as precision and recall are complementary measures. For example, 895 

classifying all values as positive (negative) gives a recall (precision) of 1 but low precision (recall). 

Recall and precision both have a value of zero when ‘non-interacting’ (i.e. ‘zero’) is predicted for all 

host-parasitoid pairs, regardless of the number of true negatives (i.e. non-interactions; ‘zeros’).  

 

Precision and recall are suitable metrics for imbalanced data because they do not use true negatives. 900 

In contrast, the false positive rate (i.e. FP / (FP + TN)) is not a suitable metric for imbalanced data 

because a significant increase in the number of false positives only increases the false positive rate by 

a small amount because the total number of negatives (FP+TN; the dominator) is large. 

 

Indirect effects 905 

 

The above sections focused on predicting the host-parasitoid network, which comprises the direct 

pairwise interactions among the species in the community. The next step was to use this predicted 

network as a basis for predicting indirect interactions (specifically, apparent competition, whereby two 

hosts have negative population responses to each other’s density, mediated via their effects on the 910 

population size of a shared parasitoid). This involved three steps. First, I used the training data to 
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determine the extent to which hosts share parasitoids with each other. Then, I used this measure of 

shared parasitism, along with random forest- and KNN-predicted initial attack rates on host species 

and known changes in host abundances, to calculate the expected parasitism rate of host species, 

following a similar approach to (Frost et al. 2016). Parasitism rate is the number of parasitism events 915 

divided by the number of hosts sampled. Finally, I tested whether this expected parasitism rate 

significantly predicted the observed parasitism rate of each host species. 

 

Data 

 920 

I used machine-learning-predicted networks to predict host-abundance-driven changes in observed 

attack rates on other hosts (i.e. indirect effects). For this, I used networks predicted by models trained 

on both native forest and plantation data (i.e. ‘combined’ models), because for both random forest 

and KNN approaches these models gave, overall, the best recall scores at validation sites for both 

forest types. Recall is the proportion of correctly predicted interactions (i.e. ‘ones’) from all true 925 

interactions, and therefore is a suitable metric to optimise from a biocontrol standpoint, where it is 

important to be conservative (e.g. the precautionary principle suggests that it is better to predict false 

non-target interactions than miss true ones). The remaining model validation metrics (F1 score, recall, 

precision) did not differ consistently across the three models (‘native’, ‘plantation’, ‘combined’) for 

KNN and, although for random forest approaches, these metrics indicated that the model trained on 930 

plantation data was best, I used the ‘combined’ random forest model because it gave the best recall 

score (see Results below).  

 

Calculating a regional measure of shared parasitoids 

 935 

I used the ‘combined’ training meta-network (i.e., the ‘meta-network’ of pooled data from both native 

forest and plantation training sites, across sampling dates; see ‘Training meta-networks’ in Methods) 

to calculate a quantitative measure of shared parasitoids,  also known as the potential for apparent 

competition, dij. This dij value measures, for every pair of host species in a community, the proportion 

of parasitoids attacking host species i that recruited from host species j (Müller et al. 1999): 940 

 

𝑑𝑖𝑗 =∑[
α𝑖𝑘

∑ α𝑖𝑙
𝑃
𝑙=1

α𝑗𝑘
∑ α𝑚𝑘
𝐻
𝑚=1

]

𝑃

𝑘=1

(1) 

 

where α is the link strength (that is, number of attacks), i and j are a focal host species pair, m is all 

host species from 1 to H (the total number of host species), k is a parasitoid species, and l is all 945 

parasitoid species, from 1 to P (the total number of parasitoid species). When i=j, dij, represents the 

proportion of parasitoids attacking species i that recruit from species i. I included these cases to have 
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a more complete ‘picture’ of the potential for apparent competition within the community, and 

because previous work on the same study system found that predictions of indirect effects did not 

differ qualitatively when such cases were removed (Frost et al. 2016).  950 

 

Expected parasitism rate 

 

I tested whether this regional measure of shared parasitism (dij) between host species in the 

‘combined’ training meta-network, as well as my random forest- and KNN-predicted initial attack rates 955 

by each parasitoid on each host from time t at the validation sites (α), could be used to predict 

parasitism rates at time t+1 validation sites, given known changes in host abundances (the change in 

abundance of each host from sample t to t+1 in the site for which predictions are being made). The 

logic of this approach is that a bipartite network of interactions where links represent attack rates 

between hosts and parasitoids (the nodes) can be projected into a unipartite network with only hosts 960 

as nodes and links representing the proportional sharing of parasitoids (dij). Changes in abundance of 

hosts in this unipartite network should induce proportionate (and thus predictable) changes in the 

abundance of their parasitoids and cause a proportionate change in attack rates on any other hosts 

that share those parasitoid species (i.e. an indirect effect). Parasitism rate refers to the number of 

parasitism events divided by the number of hosts sampled. For both machine learning (random forest 965 

and KNN) approaches, I calculated the expected parasitism rate (E) at time t+1 of host species i for 

each validation site, using these three pieces of information, summarised in Equation 3 from Frost et 

al. (2016): 

 

𝐸𝑖(𝑡+1) =∑(
𝑑𝑖𝑗 ∑ α𝑖𝑙𝑡

𝑃
𝑙=1

𝑛𝑗𝑡
𝑛𝑗(𝑡+1)) (

1

𝑛𝑖(𝑡+1)
)

𝐻

𝑗=1

(2) 970 

 

where n is host abundance, t is the first time step of data (before, with t+1 being after the herbivore 

reduction treatment), and all other variables are defined as in equation 1.  

 

In particular, I calculated α (initial attack rates) from their respective predicted networks (from the 975 

‘combined’ models) as follows. KNN produces a predicted interaction frequency for each host-

parasitoid pair, so I calculated α directly from this. However, random forest produces a probability of 

interaction occurrence for each host-parasitoid pair. Therefore, to calculate α, for each host-parasitoid 

pair using the random forest networks, I divided the random forest predicted probability for each pair 

by the sum of predicted probabilities for all interactions involving the given parasitoid species (to 980 

calculate its proportional attack of each host species) and multiplied this value by the parasitoid 
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abundance at the given site. I then summed these values for all the parasitoids of each host species to 

obtain its α value.  

 

The number of host species for which I was able to calculate an expected parasitism rate at each site 985 

was much lower than the number of species collected at each site. I only calculated an expected 

parasitism rate for host species within a site that were collected at both time steps and had a non-zero 

predicted attack rate (α) at the first time step (t see equation 2). However, for both random forest and 

KNN approaches, I used the potential for apparent competition (by the sharing of parasitoids) with 

every other host species that was collected in the site, to calculate the expected parasitism rates for 990 

these species. Therefore, predictions of expected parasitism rates for these species were based on 

data from the whole network.  

 

For the random forest approach, all host species at the first time step had a non-zero predicted attack 

rate, because random forest assigns a probability to the occurrence of an interaction for each host-995 

parasitoid pair, such that a predicted attack rate of zero is unlikely (it would require all interactions 

involving a given host to be attributed a probability of zero). I calculated an expected parasitism rate 

for all host species within sites that were collected at both time steps (N=101). For the KNN approach, 

the number of species within sites for which it was possible to calculate an expected parasitism rate 

was slightly lower (N=80).  1000 

 

Observed parasitism rate 

 

I then tested whether this expected parasitism rate significantly predicted the observed parasitism rate 

of each host species i at time t+1, which was calculated as: 1005 

 

𝑂𝑖(𝑡+1) =
∑ α𝑖𝑙(𝑡+1)
𝑃
𝑙=1

𝑛𝑖(𝑡+1)
(3) 

 

Statistical analyses 
 1010 

Do predictions of interaction occurrence using machine learning models (random 

forest and KNN) differ for generalists vs. specialists and whether the model was 

trained on data from the same habitat vs. different habitat?  
 

To determine whether our ability to predict interaction occurrence (using machine learning models) 1015 

varies with species generality, I fitted a binomial generalised linear mixed effect model using 

predictive accuracy (i.e. whether a prediction of an interaction occurrence is correct or incorrect) as the 

response variable (Model set 1). As measures of generality, I included parasitoid and host normalised 
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degree (ND, the number of interaction partners a species has, normalised within networks to control 

for differences in network size) as interacting fixed effects. When making predictions about the 1020 

impacts of novel species, such as potential biological control agents, it is possible that interaction and 

trait data will not exist for the specific recipient habitat. Therefore, I also included forest type (of the 

validation site) as a non-interacting fixed effect to test whether predictions can be made equally 

within the same vs. across habitats.  I included site and host-parasitoid pair as random factors to 

control for the non-independence of interactions within a given site or involving particular species. To 1025 

improve model convergence, I scaled and centred all continuous predictor variables, used the 

‘bobyqa’ optimiser (from the lme4 R package; Bates et al. 2015), and extended the maximum number 

of iterations.  

 

I fitted a separate version of this model to the predictions from each random forest and KNN model 1030 

(‘native’, ‘plantation’, ‘combined’ for both). For each mixed effect model, I started with the full model 

(described above) and then simplified it by sequentially removing non-significant interactions and 

fixed effects until AIC did not improve (or all non-significant fixed effects and interactions had been 

removed). Non-significant fixed effects were retained if they were involved in a significant interaction, 

to adhere to the principle of marginality. Additionally, I removed redundant random factors (those 1035 

that explained zero variance and resulted in model singularity).  

 

Fitting the model six times (three times for each machine learning method) in this way increases the 

probability of Type I error. Although, sequential Bonferroni correction is often used to account for 

performing multiple statistical tests, it has been argued to be too conservative (Moran 2003, 1040 

Nakagawa 2004). I therefore used a Bernoulli process to calculate the probability of each fixed effect 

being significant by chance alone, given the number of tests (six) performed (Moran 2003). Although 

combining model selection and P values is a flawed approach (Burnham and Anderson 2014), I 

provide the latter for readers that are accustomed to seeing them, though I focus my description of 

results on the variables retained by model selection.  1045 

 

Host and parasitoid ND were calculated from the training ‘meta-networks’ (see ‘Training meta-

networks’ above). For the ‘native’ model, species ND calculated from the ‘native’ training meta-

network was used to make predictions for both the plantation and native validation sites, and 

analogously the ‘plantation’ training meta-network was used for the ‘plantation’ model. For the 1050 

‘combined’ model, habitat-type-specific ND values were used, i.e. ND values calculated using the 

‘native’ training meta-network were used for the native validation sites (and the ‘plantation’ training 
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meta-network for plantation validation sites). This approach allowed me to determine how well 

network and species data from one habitat type can predict interactions at a different habitat type.  

 1055 

The above models tested whether predictions for a given interaction were correct or incorrect, but did 

not distinguish false positives from negatives. Therefore, as an additional test of whether the ability of 

a machine learning model to predict networks differed when it was trained on data from the same 

habitat vs. different habitat, I tested the performance of each random forest and KNN model (‘native’, 

‘plantation’, ‘combined’ in both cases) on each validation site. For each validation site, I calculated four 1060 

metrics of model performance: F1 score, recall, precision, accuracy (see Model performance metrics 

above). I chose these metrics because they collectively capture the ability of the model to predict true 

positives and negatives while avoiding false positives and negatives. Additionally, F1 score, recall and 

precision are suitable for imbalanced data.  

 1065 

I fitted a linear mixed model for each metric (the response) with model identity (combinations of 

KNN/random forest and native/plantation/combined) and forest type (of the validation site) as 

interacting fixed effects. I included site as a random factor to control for the non-independence of 

interactions within a given site. I used a binomial error for the recall, precision and accuracy models 

(since these metrics are proportions) and a gaussian error for the F1 score model. 1070 

 

For each linear mixed model, I simplified the full model (described above) following the same process 

describe above. I used a likelihood ratio test to test the significance of each fixed effect and 

interaction for the gaussian model. I used a Tukey’s test (using the glht function in the multcomp 

package; Hothorn et al. 2008) to test for pairwise differences in performance across models (‘native’, 1075 

‘plantation’, ‘combined’) and forest types. For models in which the model identity x forest type 

interaction was retained, I first combined model identity and forest type into one variable with six 

levels and then ran Tukey’s test using this combined variable as the fixed effect. This is equivalent to 

running the model with model identity and forest type as interacting fixed effects.  

 1080 

All statistical analyses were performed using R (RCoreTeam 2018) (version 3.5.2). I used the lme4 

package (Bates et al. 2015) to fit mixed effects models. I used the r.squaredGLMM function (with the 

delta method) from the MuMIn package (Barton 2019) (v. 1.43.6) to calculate marginal and conditional 

values of R2 for the mixed effects models and the rsquared function from the piecewiseSEM package 

(Lefcheck 2016) to calculate R2 for the generalised linear models. 1085 
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I checked the assumptions of the models (overdispersion for the binomial and Poisson models; 

normality and homoscedasticity for the gaussian model). Overdispersion was not present in any of the 

models (the ratio of the sum of squared Pearson residuals to residual degrees of freedom was <1 and 

non-significant when tested with a Chi-squared test; Bolker et al. (2009). The assumptions of normality 1090 

and homoscedasticity were met for the gaussian models.  

 

Can random forest and KNN predict interaction frequencies and does this predictive 

ability differ for generalists vs. specialists and whether the model was trained on data 

from the same vs. different habitat? 1095 

 

In addition to predicting whether or not an interaction occurs, random forest models can attribute a 

probability to the occurrence of an interaction and KNN models can predict an interaction frequency 

for each host-parasitoid pair, in both cases based on the trait data used to make the prediction. Since 

interactions that are predicted well by traits can be more frequent (Peralta et al. under review), it may 1100 

be that the probability or predicted frequency of an interaction occurring (as determined by the trait-

informed model) is positively related to its observed frequency. Moreover, it may be that this 

predictive ability differs between generalists vs. specialists and whether the model was trained on data 

from the same vs. different habitat. 

 1105 

First, to test the possibility that random-forest-predicted probability and KNN-predicted-frequency 

can predict observed interaction frequencies, and to compare the predictive ability of each random 

forest with that of its corresponding KNN model (‘native’, ‘plantation’, or ‘combined’), I fitted two less 

complex Poisson generalised linear mixed effect models using observed interaction frequency (from 

the validation sites at the first time step) as the response variable. I only included random-forest-1110 

predicted probability as a fixed effect in the first model and KNN-predicted interaction frequency in 

the second model. Including just these predictors in the models allows me to compare the two 

machine-learning methods directly. This process was repeated two additional times for a total of six 

models (‘native’, ‘plantation’ and ‘combined’ for both random forest and KNN predicted probability 

and frequency, respectively). For each model, I scaled and centred the fixed effect to help with model 1115 

convergence. To compare each random forest with that of its corresponding KNN model, I calculated 

AIC for each best fitting model. This analysis is a stricter test than the previous prediction of 

interaction occurrence, as it requires not only the correct prediction of interactions, but also of their 

strength. 

 1120 

I included parasitoid identity as a random factor (such that predicted and observed frequencies for a 

given parasitoid would be ‘paired’), and a random slope for random-forest-predicted probability (or 
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KNN-predicted-frequency), to allow this slope to vary with parasitoid identity. I used parasitoid 

identity because estimating the random slope required multiple interactions per parasitoid, whereas 

using host-parasitoid pair (as in Model set 1) would have resulted in a model in which the number of 1125 

observations was less than the number of random effects. Parasitoid composition strongly co-varied 

with site, making the site random factor redundant (explaining zero variation and making the model 

singular), so it was not included in models with parasitoid identity. This was true for all models except 

the ‘native’ KNN model, and although including the site random factor did not result in model 

singularity, it was not retained in the best fitting model. For each mixed effect model, I started with the 1130 

full model (described above) and then simplified it following the method described above. 

Overdispersion was not present in any of the models.  

 

Then, to determine whether the ability to predict interaction frequency (using machine learning 

models) varied with species generality or whether the model was trained on data from the same vs. 1135 

different habitat, I fitted the same set of models describe above, but in addition to random-forest-

predicted probability or KNN-predicted interaction frequency, I also included parasitoid ND and host 

ND as interacting fixed effects (i.e. this model included all possible interactions among these three 

fixed effects), along with forest type as a non-interacting fixed effect. I followed the same model 

simplification process as above. 1140 

 

Can we predict indirect effects using machine-learning (random forest and KNN) 

informed methods? 

 

To determine whether expected parasitism rate can predict abundance-driven changes in quantitative 1145 

observed parasitism rate (at time t+1 validation sites), and therefore whether indirect effects can be 

predicted. I fitted a binomial mixed effect model including quantitative observed parasitism rate as the 

response variable. I included expected parasitism rate as a fixed effect and site as a random effect (to 

control for the non-independence of interactions at a given site). I did not include forest type (native 

forest vs. plantation) or treatment (herbivore reduction vs. control, which essentially determined the 1150 

magnitude of change in host abundance) of the validation sites as fixed effects in this model, because 

previous research on this study system found that the ability to predict observed parasitism rates did 

not differ across these variables (Frost et al. 2016). I scaled and centred the expected parasitism rate 

fixed effect to help with model convergence.  

 1155 

I fitted a separate version of this model to the predictions of expected parasitism rate (see equation 2) 

from each machine learning approach (see Expected parasitism rate above). I simplified each version 

of the model following the same simplification rules described above and checked for overdispersion.  
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Do predictions of indirect effects differ depending on whether observed vs. predicted 1160 

network data are used to calculate the potential for apparent competition (dij)? 

 

As an additional supplementary analysis, I tested whether predictions of quantitative observed 

parasitism rates differed depending on the network used to calculate the potential for apparent 

competition (dij). The rationale for this analysis was that the observed training data are only a sample 1165 

of the true network, and thus may miss interactions that are important for driving indirect effects. 

Thus, it is possible that predicted networks better capture these unsampled interactions. For this 

analysis, I re-ran the above analyses using dij values calculated from the machine learning predicted 

networks (methods in Appendix), rather than the observed training networks. Overall, this approach 

did not improve the prediction of indirect effects, so the results are presented in the Appendix.  1170 

 

Do predictions of indirect effects based on machine-learning-predicted networks 

differ from those based on observed network data?  

 

To compare the random forest and KNN approaches with each other, and with a purely data-driven 1175 

approach used by Frost et al. (2016), I re-ran the above analyses (but not the additional analyses using 

machine learning predicted dij values) using only host species for which it was possible to calculate an 

expected parasitism rate with all three methods (random forest, KNN, and data based as used by Frost 

et al. (2016), N=21). To calculate expected parasitism rate using the data-based approach used by 

Frost et al. (2016), I calculated the initial attack rates (α) from the observed time t networks at the 1180 

validation sites and calculated dij from the ‘combined’ training meta-network. This is the same 

approach used by Frost et al. (2016), except that Frost et al. (2016) used habitat specific dij values and 

only used habitat-edge sites from the training data, whereas I used both edge and interior sites from 

the training data (because in the biological control context, site-specific data are less likely to be 

available, and also to increase the amount of data used to inform predictions). As before, I simplified 1185 

each version of the model following the same simplification rules described above (see section “???”, 

in another document) and checked for overdispersion. To compare the three approaches, I calculated 

the AIC of the best fitting model for each of the approaches. 
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Results 1190 

 

Do predictions of interaction occurrence using machine learning models 

(random forest and KNN) differ for generalists vs. specialists and whether the 

model was trained on data from the same habitat vs. different habitat? 

 1195 

Although predictive accuracy frequently differed for specialists vs. generalists (measured as the 

number of interaction partners: normalised degree, ND), the direction of this effect was not consistent, 

and the effect sizes were generally small. There was a strong tendency for predictive accuracy to 

decrease with increasing host ND for the random forest models, which was significant in the ‘native’ 

and ‘combined’ models, but host ND was not retained in the best fitting ‘plantation’ model. The 1200 

influence of host ND on predictive accuracy was unlikely to have been due to type I error, as there was 

a low probability of 2/3 models being significant in this way (p < 0.00001, calculated using Moran 

(2003)’s Bernoulli process). In contrast, parasitoid ND was only retained in the ‘combined’ random 

forest model, and although it was not significant in this model, it interacted significantly with host ND 

(coefficient ± SE = 0.847 ± 0.281, p < 0.005).  Although, this interaction coefficient was positive, the 1205 

negative host and parasitoid ND main effects meant that overall predictive accuracy declined (albeit 

sub-additively due to the interaction) with increasing host and parasitoid ND. 

 

Parasitoid ND, host ND and their interaction were retained in all three (‘native’, ‘plantation’, 

‘combined’) best-fitting KNN models, though neither main effect was statistically significant in any of 1210 

the models. However, parasitoid ND and host ND significantly interacted in the ‘plantation’ (coefficient 

± SE = 0.386 ± 0.188, p < 0.05) and ‘combined’ (coefficient ± SE = 0.354 ± 0.157, p < 0.05) models, 

but not in the ‘native’ model This interaction was positive in both cases (with a greater effect size than 

the main effects), indicating that when ND of both host and parasitoid are high (i.e. interactions 

among generalist species), predictive accuracy is better than expected.  1215 

 

Surprisingly, predictive accuracy did not differ between forest types for any of the KNN or random 

forest models, except for the ‘plantation’ random forest model. For this model, predictions were 

significantly more likely to be incorrect at native validation sites than at plantation validation sites 

(coefficient ±SE = 1.2436 ±0.6254, p = 0.0467). However, the probability of forest type being 1220 

significant in 1/3 random forest models by chance alone is quite high (p = 0.1273, calculated using a 

Bernoulli process; Moran (2003)), so these results could plausibly have arisen through type I error.  
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Although host ND and forest type (of the validation site) were retained in the best-fitting model and 

were significant (for the ‘native’ and ‘plantation’ random forest models, respectively), along with both 1225 

random effects (site and host-parasitoid pair), both these models explained essentially none of the 

variance in predictive accuracy (both marginal and conditional R2 < 0.0001). Similarly, for all KNN 

models, the fixed effects accounted for very little variation (marginal R2 = 0.008, 0.01, 0.02, for the 

native, plantation and combined models, respectively). However, the random effects explained a large 

amount of variation (conditional R2 = 0.38, 0.56, 0.46, respectively) in these models, indicating large 1230 

site- (for the ‘combined’ and ‘plantation’ models; the site random factor was not retained in the best-

fitting ‘native’ model) and species-specific differences in predictive accuracy. Likewise, for the 

‘combined’ random forest model, most of the variance was explained by the random effects 

(conditional R2 = 0.745), reflecting high variation among sites and host-parasitoid pairs. Most (85%) of 

the random effect variance was captured by the host-parasitoid pair effect, indicating species 1235 

idiosyncrasies in interaction preferences. In contrast to the other five models, fixed effects (parasitoid 

ND and host ND) accounted for almost 20% of the variation in this model (marginal R2 = 0.192).  

 

The additional tests to separate out the influence of false positives and negatives (using four metrics 

of model performance: F1 score, recall, precision, accuracy) showed, overall, that predictions were 1240 

dependent on the source of the training data. In particular, for random forest, model identity (i.e. 

‘native’, ‘plantation, ‘combined), forest type (of the validation site) and their interaction were retained 

in the best-fitting models for recall, accuracy and precision, though only model identity was 

statistically significant (this was true for all three models). This retention of model identity indicates 

that overall the predictions were sensitive to the source of training data, but not to the habitat for 1245 

which predictions are made. However, model identity and forest type interacted significantly in the 

recall and accuracy models such that overall predictions were better when the training data came from 

the same habitat. The best-fitting ‘F1 score’ model only included model identity as a fixed effect 

(which was significant), again emphasising the importance of the source of training data. The fixed 

effects were strongly explanatory for the recall (marginal R2 = 0.210), accuracy (marginal R2 = 0.225) 1250 

and precision (R2 = 0.596) models, though were only weakly explanatory for the F1 score model 

(marginal R2 = 0.0818). The site random effect was retained in the recall, accuracy and F1 score models 

and captured a large amount of variance (conditional R2 = 0.554, 0.276, 0.509, respectively). 

 

For KNN, model identity was retained in the best-fitting recall and accuracy models and was 1255 

significant. Although forest type was retained in the best-fitting precision model, it was not significant. 

The best-fitting F1 score model contained only the site random effect. For the KNN models, the fixed 

effects were weakly explanatory for the accuracy, recall, and precision models (marginal R2 = 0.002, 
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0.037, 0.006, respectively), while the random effects were strongly explanatory for the F1 score and 

recall models (conditional R2 = 0.615, 0.221, respectively), but weakly explanatory for the accuracy and 1260 

precision models (conditional R2 = 0.0247, 0.0319, respectively).  

 

Overall, predictive ability did not differ between native forest and plantation validation sites for the 

random forest and KNN models; this was true for all model performance metrics, except precision, 

which indicated that the ‘native’ random forest model was better at predicting native forest than 1265 

plantation sites.  

 

For both random forest and KNN approaches, models trained on both native and plantation data (i.e. 

‘combined’ models) gave the best recall scores at both native and plantation validation sites. These 

differences were all significant, except between the ‘combined’ and ‘native’ KNN model, though the 1270 

‘combined’ model still gave a better recall score.  

 

For the random forest approaches, the remaining metrics indicated that models trained on plantation 

data were best overall at predicting interactions at both plantation and native forest validation sites. 

The plantation model gave higher F1 score, accuracy and precision values than either of the other two 1275 

models for both forest types. These differences were all significant, except for precision values for the 

plantation and native model at native forest sites (though the plantation model still gave a higher 

precision value). In contrast, for the KNN approaches, the F1 score and precision values did not differ 

between the three models, though the ‘plantation’ model gave a significantly better accuracy score 

than the ‘native’ model. 1280 
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Figure 1: Model performance metrics (recall, F1 score, accuracy, precision) for each random forest and KNN model 

('combined', 'native', 'plantation' for both).  

 1285 
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Can random forest and KNN predict interaction frequencies and does this 

predictive ability differ for generalists vs. specialists and whether the model 

was trained on data from the same vs. different habitat? 

 1290 

Following from the above results on predicting or failing to predict interaction occurrence, I explored 

the prediction of interaction frequencies. For the less complex set of models (including only random-

forest- predicted probability or KNN-predicted frequency), I found that overall, random forests were 

more successful than KNN at predicting interaction frequencies. Random-forest predicted probability 

was significantly positively related to observed interaction frequency in all three models, and captured 1295 

a reasonable amount of variance (marginal R2 > 0.10 for all three models), given the myriad 

determinants of interaction frequencies in the field. In contrast, KNN-predicted interaction frequency 

was not retained in the best-fitting model for either the ‘native’ or ‘plantation’ training-dataset 

models, and while it was included in the final ‘combined’ model, it was not significant and only 

captured a small amount of variance (marginal R2 = 0.03). For all three models (‘native’, ‘plantation’, 1300 

‘combined’), the random forest model predicted observed interaction frequency better (i.e. lower AIC) 

than the respective KNN model. Although for 2/3 models (‘native’ and ‘combined’), the KNN model 

captured a greater amount of variation in observed frequency (higher conditional R2 values) than the 

respective random forest models, most (or all) of this variation was captured by the random effects. 

For all models, the best-fitting model included parasitoid identity as a random factor, and a random 1305 

slope for random-forest-predicted probability (or KNN-predicted frequency). Site was not included as 

a random factor in any of the models for the reasons described above.  

 

Overall, this means that the random-forest predicted probability fixed effect, which uses a single slope 

to predict for all interactions, captured more variance than the KNN-predicted frequency fixed effect. 1310 

However, the random slope for predicted probability (or frequency) allows this slope to vary for every 

parasitoid species, resulting in more variance explained, and this was better for KNN. From an applied 

perspective, this implies that random forest is better than KNN because the predicted probability 

always positively relates, to some degree, to the observed, whereas trying to make predictions for new 

control agents with KNN would require knowledge of how that specific agent’s observed frequencies 1315 

relate to its predicted frequencies (data that are unlikely to be available a priori).  
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(a) 

 1320 

(b) 

 

Figure 2: Relationship of (a) Random-forest-predicted probability (scaled), and (b) KNN-predicted frequency (scaled) 

with observed interaction frequency (residuals).   

 1325 

For the second set of models testing whether the ability to predict interaction frequency differed for 

generalists vs. specialists and within vs. across habitats, I found that the predictive ability of KNN 

depended more heavily on host and parasitoid generality than that of random forest, and that the 

source of training data did not influence the predictive ability of either random forest or KNN.  
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The best-fitting ‘native’, ‘plantation’ and ‘combined’ random forest and KNN models all included 1330 

random forest predicted probability (or KNN predicted frequency), parasitoid ND and host ND as fixed 

effects. In these models, the relationship between random-forest-predicted probability (or KNN-

predicted frequency) and observed interaction frequency were qualitatively the same as for the less 

complex models (see above).  

 1335 

All these models (except for the ‘native’ random forest model, which only included the interaction 

between parasitoid ND and host ND) included all possible interactions among the fixed effects (such 

that the ability to predict interaction frequency differed for generalists vs. specialists). These five 

models included a significant positive three-way (predicted probability/frequency x parasitoid ND x 

host ND) interaction. This significant three-way interaction suggests that interactions among 1340 

generalist hosts and parasitoids occur more frequently than predicted by the machine-learning alone 

(so predictions are poorer) for interactions among generalists. Additionally, there was a significant 

interaction between predicted frequency and host ND in the ‘combined’ and ‘plantation’ KNN models, 

and between predicted frequency and parasitoid ND in both the ‘native’ and ‘plantation’ KNN models. 

These interactions were all negative, along with the parasitoid ND and predicted frequency main 1345 

effects (except in the ‘combined’ model where the predicted frequency main effect was positive). 

However, the host ND main effect was positive in all three models, though only outweighed the 

negative interaction in the ‘plantation’ model. Significant (negative) interactions between predicted 

frequency and host (or parasitoid) ND suggest that when ND of either host (or parasitoid) is high, 

interaction frequency is more negative than expected based on the main effects alone. In both the 1350 

‘native’ random forest and KNN models there was a significant parasitoid ND x host ND interaction, 

which was positive. However, in the ‘native’ random forest model the negative main effects of both 

parasitoid ND and host ND outweighed this positive interaction, such that interaction frequency, when 

ND of both host and parasitoid were high, was lower than expected. In contrast, for the ’native’ KNN 

model, the combined influence of the positive host ND main effect and the much greater negative 1355 

parasitoid ND main effect almost completely cancelled out the positive interaction, such that when 

both host and parasitoid ND increase, frequency is more positive than expected based on their 

separate effects.   

 

For all random forest and KNN models, the relationship between interaction probability (or predicted 1360 

frequency) and observed interaction frequency did not differ between the two forest types (i.e. the 

forest type fixed effect was removed), implying that predictions of interaction frequency (based on 

random forest predicted probabilities or KNN predicted frequencies) are equally effective in both 

forest types.  
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The random effect (parasitoid identity and a random slope for predicted probability (or frequency) to 1365 

allow this to vary with parasitoid identity) was retained in all models, except for the ‘plantation’ KNN 

model, as it resulted in model singularity in that case; thus, I included just parasitoid identity as a 

random factor instead for this model. The site random effect was not retained in any of the models, as 

it resulted in model singularity. The fixed and random effects captured a high amount of variance in all 

three random forest models (combined model: marginal R2 = 0.1859, conditional R2 = 0.4399, native 1370 

model: marginal R2 = 0.1477, conditional R2 = 0.4618, plantation model: marginal R2 = 0.1675, 

conditional R2 = 0.3412). Similarly, the fixed and random effects explained a high amount of variance 

in the KNN models (combined model: marginal R2 = 0.15, conditional R2 = 0.51; native model: 

marginal R2 = 0.24, conditional R2=0.99; plantation model: marginal R2 = 0.13, conditional R2 = 0.15). 

This contrasts with the above analyses (for predicting interaction occurrence) where the fixed effects 1375 

(parasitoid ND, host ND and forest type of the validation site) explained little variance, except in the 

‘combined’ random forest model in which the fixed effects captured almost 20% (marginal R2 = 0.192) 

of the variation in predictive accuracy. This suggests that raw predicted probabilities (or frequencies) 

are more useful for predicting interactions than assigning presence vs absence of an interaction 

occurrence based on an arbitrary probability/frequency threshold. 1380 

 

Can we predict indirect effects using machine-learning (random forest and 

KNN) informed methods? 

 

For both random forest and KNN approaches, expected parasitism rate was a significant predictor of 1385 

quantitative observed parasitism rate and this relationship was positive (random forest: z value=2.27, 

p < 0.001, df=98; KNN: z value=3.41, p < 0.001, df=77). However, the fixed effect captured only a 

small proportion of variance for both these models (random forest marginal R2 = 0.007, KNN marginal 

R2 =0.018). The site random effect was retained in both models but also explained very little variance 

(random forest conditional R2 = 0.035, KNN conditional R2 = 0.046). 1390 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 1395 

Figure 3: Relationship between (a) random-forest-predicted expected parasitism rate (scaled), and (b) KNN-predicted 

expected parasitism rate with observed parasitism rate (residuals). 

 

 

  1400 
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Do predictions of indirect effects based on machine-learning-predicted 

networks differ from those based on observed network data?  

 

The three methods (random forest, KNN and data-based, as used by Frost et al. (2016)) did not differ 

in their ability to predict quantitative expected parasitism rates (difference in AIC<1). In fact, with the 1405 

reduced dataset (N=21), expected parasitism rates did not even significantly predict quantitative 

observed parasitism rates for the random forest and KNN approaches, contrasting with the results 

with the non-reduced dataset (see above), likely due to reduced statistical power. However, expected 

parasitism rate was retained in the best fitting model for the data-based approach used by Frost et al. 

(2016), though it was not significant (z value=1.46, p < 0.142, df=18), and explained little variance 1410 

(marginal R2 = 0.021). The site random effect was retained in all models but also captured little 

variance (conditional R2 < 0.05 for all models).   
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Discussion 
 

In this thesis, I compared two machine learning techniques (random forest and KNN) for predicting 1415 

host-parasitoid networks, which comprises the direct pairwise interactions among the species in the 

community. I found that overall random forest approaches were more successful than KNN, and that 

the predictive ability of both approaches varied with species generality and with the source of the 

training data. These predicted networks were then used as a basis for predicting indirect interactions 

(apparent competition. whereby two hosts have negative population responses to each other’s 1420 

density, mediated via their effects on the population size of a shared parasitoid). I found that although 

machine learning informed methods could significantly predict indirect effects, the explanatory power 

was low.  

 

Random forest models predict host-parasitoid interactions better than KNN 1425 

 

The increasing use of biocontrol agents to suppress pest species, combined with their potential to 

have non-target impacts (Lynch and Thomas 2000, Memmott 2000), necessitates the study of 

methods for assessing the risk of new organisms prior to their release as biological control agents 

(van Lenteren et al. 2006, Barratt et al. 2010). Here, I found that random forest models were more 1430 

successful than KNN models for predicting host-parasitoid networks, which comprise the direct 

pairwise interactions among species in a community. This suggests that random forest models may be 

more effective at predicting direct impacts (e.g., non-target host species) of potential control agents 

than KNN models.  

 1435 

The different ‘philosophies’ of the two machine learning methods is a potential explanation for their 

difference in ability to predict host-parasitoid interactions. Random forest learns which host and/or 

parasitoid trait combinations are likely to correspond to an interaction occurrence. The algorithm then 

uses these rules, along with the traits of new species, to predict whether new combinations of host-

parasitoid species pairs will interact. Random forest therefore implicitly assumes that the strength of 1440 

trait (or phylogenetic) matching between species determines the likelihood of an interaction between 

them. Much research shows that trait and phylogenetic matching is important for determining 

interactions (Rezende et al. 2007, Bartomeus et al. 2016, Brousseau et al. 2018). For this reason, many 

methods for predicting species interactions rely on trait-(Gravel et al. 2013, Bartomeus et al. 2016, 

Rohr et al. 2016, Brousseau et al. 2018), or phylogenetic-matching (Pearse and Altermatt 2013) and 1445 

have been shown to be successful.  
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In contrast to random forest and the approaches described above, KNN approaches do not 

incorporate trait matching. Rather, KNN uses the preferences of similar parasitoid species, with traits 

only being used to assess similarity, to recommend host species to a new parasitoid (e.g., a control 1450 

agent). KNN is therefore based on the philosophy that similar parasitoid species interact with similar 

host species. However, this may not be true. Rather, similar parasitoid species may be dissimilar in 

their host use, for several reasons, and this may explain the poorer predictive ability of KNN compared 

to random forest. First, much research has shown that adaptation to different host plants can lead to 

insect speciation (Bush 1975, Wood et al. 1999, Berlocher and Feder 2002, Matsubayashi et al. 2010), 1455 

and there is increasing evidence that this may ‘cascade’ to higher trophic levels, leading to host-

associated differentiation in parasitoids (Stireman et al. 2006, Feder and Forbes 2010, Hood et al. 2015, 

Hamerlinck et al. 2016). Similarly, host-shifts can contribute to parasitoid speciation (Jager and 

Menken 1994, Kankare et al. 2005), and parasitoid speciation, by either of these processes, may result 

in closely related parasitoid species that attack different sets of host species. In this way, similar 1460 

parasitoid species (i.e., species with similar trait values) may be dissimilar in their host use, resulting in 

poor predictions of host use by KNN models.  

 

Another reason for similar parasitoids attacking different hosts is that, although similar parasitoid 

species may share similar values for many traits, they may differ in a trait that is disproportionally 1465 

important for determining interactions. This is unlikely to have explained the poor results I found for 

KNN, as I only included traits that were shown to be important (see Best hyperparameters for KNN in 

Methods). However, it is possible that parasitoid species deemed as similar based on the selection of 

traits I considered, differed in an important trait that I did not include (for example, counter-defences 

against immune responses of particular host species intended to prevent successful parasitism; e.g., 1470 

Henri and Van Veen 2011).  

 

Because KNN uses the preferences of similar parasitoid species to make predictions, it is likely that 

KNN will be a more effective method for predicting nested (rather than compartmentalised) networks 

(Desjardins-Proulx et al. 2017). For example, KNN should be less effective in food webs where 1475 

predators interact with unique sets of prey species (Desjardins-Proulx et al. 2017). Research suggests 

that mutualistic networks may be more nested than antagonistic networks (Bascompte et al. 2003), so 

it could be that KNN methods are more effective at predicting mutualistic networks than antagonistic 

networks. However, I know of no explicit test of this. 

 1480 

Advantages and disadvantages of random forest and KNN 
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Random forest and KNN both require known interactions to train the model to predict interactions at 

a new location or for new species, such as control agents. In addition to known interactions, trait data 

can be used by both random forest and KNN to predict interactions. However, for random forest, a 1485 

model can be trained without knowing the identities of the species present in the training network (i.e. 

the known interactions used to create the model), as only their traits (and not species’ identities) are 

used as predictor variables. This would be an advantage in cases where interaction and trait data have 

been collected, but species have not been identified (or have only been identified to genus or family 

level). In this case, a random forest model could be trained on individual level network and trait data, 1490 

where links are recorded between individuals rather than species (e.g., Cohen et al. 2005). Individual 

network models have the advantage of being able to predict interactions among species that, for 

example, have large ontogenetic changes in diet (e.g., Cisneros and Rosenheim 1997).  

 

KNN (and other recommender systems that use the preferences of similar users to recommend new 1495 

items to users) must determine the similarity between parasitoids (users) and hosts (items) in the case 

of ‘new’ hosts (see Models in Methods) in order to make predictions. Traits can be used to determine 

similarity between species, and in the case of ‘new’ host species (which don’t occur in the training 

data), both host and parasitoid traits would be required (akin to random forest). However, in order to 

determine the likely hosts of a given parasitoid species where all potential host species were present 1500 

in the training data, only parasitoid (and not host) trait data would be required: host traits are only 

required to predict interaction partners for new hosts. Furthermore, if trait data were not available, 

interaction data could be used to infer similarity between species, though only if they overlap in some 

hosts (for example, parasitoid species that interact with similar host species are considered similar). 

Combined, these characteristics of recommender systems mean that KNN could potentially be used to 1505 

predict potential host species of new parasitoid species (e.g. control agents) using only known 

interaction preferences of similar (i.e. neighbouring) parasitoid species, without any trait data being 

required, such as in regions with poorly-studied fauna, allowing all data to be used. Therefore, in 

terms of data requirements, KNN is more flexible than random forest. I only focussed on using traits 

rather than interactions to determine the similarity between parasitoid species, as it is more likely to 1510 

have trait data available for a proposed agent. KNN is trained on less trait data than random forest 

and this is potentially why it performed more poorly (see above).  

 

Machine learning predictions of interactions differed for generalists vs. 

specialists 1515 

 

Ecological networks are jointly structured by ‘niche’ and ‘neutral’ processes (Vázquez et al. 2005, Eklöf 

et al. 2013, Gonzalez-Castro et al. 2015). Niche processes involve trait or phylogenetic matching 
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(Santamaria and Rodriguez-Girones 2007, Brousseau et al. 2018), whereas neutral processes describe 

the role of stochasticity in explaining interactions (e.g., abundance driven interactions among species 1520 

that co-occur frequently) (Donoso et al. 2017), and it may be that the strength of these processes 

varies systematically with species characteristics. Peralta et al. (under review) argue that niche 

processes may be weaker for interactions involving generalists, as generalist species tend to have trait 

values similar to the community average (Coux et al. 2016), but interact with many species that may 

vary greatly in their traits (Aizen et al. 2008). Further, if specialists interact with generalists 1525 

opportunistically (i.e., driven by the abundance of the generalist; a neutral process) rather than by 

specialising on them, then niche processes are likely to be weaker for these interactions (Peralta et al. 

under review). For example, Donoso et al. (2017) found that pairwise interactions in a plant-frugivore 

network were largely determined by the abundances of the interacting species (i.e. neutral processes) 

rather than trait matching, possibly because the community was mostly composed of generalist 1530 

species who may interact with species more opportunistically. Consistent with this, Peralta et al. (under 

review) showed that the strength of niche processes (measured as trait or phylogenetic matching) 

were weaker for frugivore interactions involving generalists (compared to those involving specialists), 

implying that predictions of these interactions based on traits (or phylogenies) will be worse (Peralta 

et al. under review). Congruent with this emerging literature, I found that predictions of interaction 1535 

frequency by both machine learning approaches, and predictions of interaction occurrence by random 

forest (but not KNN), were overall worse with increasing species generality (measured as the number 

of interaction partners: normalised degree, ND). In contrast, predictions of interaction occurrence by 

KNN models were better with increasing generality of the interacting partners.  

 1540 

Firstly, I found that predictions of interaction frequencies among two generalist partners were worse 

for both random forest and KNN approaches (shown by a significant positive three way interaction 

between predicted probability/frequency, host ND and parasitoid ND in all models except the ‘native’ 

random forest model). Furthermore, predictions of interaction frequencies between specialists and 

generalists tended to also be worse than those between specialist species for KNN (indicated by 1545 

several significant negative two way interactions between predicted frequency and host or parasitoid 

ND), but not random forest (all such two way interactions were non-significant, with the three-way 

interaction suggesting that predictions only deteriorated when both partners were generalists). For 

both approaches, predictions of interaction frequency were not more strongly influenced by host vs 

parasitoid generality. In contrast, random forest predictions of interaction occurrence indicated a 1550 

stronger role of host generality (i.e. the number of plant species a host species interacts with) than 

parasitoid generality on predictive ability. The influence of parasitoid generality on predictions seems 

more clear, as a species that is flexible in its host use may not match closely with any one of them. In 
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contrast, it is less clear why host generality in their plant-herbivore interactions would affect the ability 

to predict their parasitoid-host interactions. Host generality may have a stronger influence on 1555 

predictive ability if host species that interact with many plants have greater inter-species trait 

variability, which could occur due to adaptation to different host-plants. Because random forest 

considers trait-matching between species (rather than individuals), this trait variability many obscure 

patterns of trait matching between parasitoids and generalist host species. Additionally, it could be 

that parasitoids find hosts partly by using plant volatiles, and a generalist herbivore species may have 1560 

too many options of volatiles (from many plants) for parasitoids to specialise (and trait match) on. 

 

Despite the reduced predictive ability for generalists being congruent with the idea that niche 

processes are weaker for these species, a characteristic of my approach prevents this inference. 

Specifically, I included host and parasitoid abundance as traits in the random forest models, and host 1565 

abundance (but not parasitoid abundance as searches found it to be unimportant) in the KNN models. 

I therefore cannot attribute the lower predictive ability of interactions involving generalists to weaker 

niche processes alone – neutral (abundance-driven) forces could also have operated. However, if 

neutral processes are more important for determining interactions involving generalists in our study 

system, it is interesting that including abundance in the machine learning models did not make 1570 

predictions for these interactions better.  

 

In contrast to the findings for predictions of interaction frequency for both approaches and 

predictions of interaction occurrence for random forest, predictions of interaction occurrence by KNN 

models were better for interactions among generalists, than between specialists or between specialists 1575 

and generalists. There are several possible explanations for this finding. First, it is possible that similar 

generalists (i.e. generalists with similar trait values) overlap more in their host use than do specialists, 

simply because they interact with a greater number of host species. Because KNN uses the 

preferences of similar parasitoids to recommend hosts to a new parasitoid, a greater overlap in host 

use by similar (i.e. neighbouring) parasitoids, would likely lead to better predictions. Another reason 1580 

for predictions being better for interactions among generalists than specialists, is that specialist 

parasitoid species with similar trait values may be dissimilar in their host use (discussed above; 

‘Random forest models predict host-parasitoid interactions better than KNN’), meaning that host 

recommendations from neighbouring specialists will likely not be useful.  

 1585 
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Predicting networks within vs. across habitat types 

 

Overall, predictions of host-parasitoid interactions using machine learning techniques were equally 

effective in both habitat types (plantation and native forest); this was true for both binary and 1590 

quantitative predictions. Further, this remained true when false positives were distinguished from false 

negatives for binary predictions (i.e., for the four performance metrics that collectively captured a 

model’s ability to predict true positives and negatives while avoiding false positives and negatives: 

accuracy, F1 score, precision and recall) (see Model performance metrics in Methods). The two 

exceptions to this were: 1) the random forest model trained on plantation data (i.e. the random forest 1595 

‘plantation’ model) which predicted binary interaction occurrence better at plantation than native 

forest sites, though this was only true for the binomial GLM, when false positives were not 

distinguished from false negatives; and 2) the ‘native’ random forest model which predicted binary 

interaction occurrence better at native forest than plantation sites, though this was only true for one 

metric of model performance (precision), so may well have been a type I error. It is surprising that 1600 

predictions were equally effective in both habitat types, as previous research on the same system 

showed that phylogenetic matching between hosts and parasitoids was stronger in plantation than 

native forest (Peralta et al. 2015), implying that predictions of interactions incorporating phylogenetic 

matching (e.g. random forest, but not KNN) should be better for these sites. It is possible that I did not 

observe better predictive ability in plantation sites because the random forest models were trained on 1605 

host and parasitoid abundance data, in addition to traits and phylogenies, and this may have 

obscured an effect of phylogenetic matching (which likely is a surrogate for many traits, measured and 

unmeasured, potentially matching).  

 

Interestingly, binary, but not quantitative, predictions of host-parasitoid interactions depended on the 1610 

source (i.e., plantation, native forest, or both) of the training data. However, this dependence was only 

apparent when performance metrics (accuracy, F1 score, precision and recall) were used; binary 

predictions considering only whether a prediction for a given interaction was correct or incorrect 

showed no dependence on the source of the training data (with one exception; see above). In a 

biocontrol context, distinguishing between false positives and negatives is important, as predicting 1615 

false interactions (i.e. false positives) is better than missing true ones (i.e. false negatives). In particular, 

for both random forest and KNN approaches, models trained on both native and plantation data (i.e. 

‘combined’ models) gave the best recall scores at both native and plantation validation sites. Recall 

measures the proportion of correctly predicted interactions from all true interactions, and therefore 

captures a model’s ability to ‘recover’ all true interactions. This suggests that a common dataset (e.g., 1620 
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national databases of species interactions) could be used for risk assessment of interaction 

frequencies (a pre-requisite for predicting density-mediated indirect effects) in a range of habitats.  

 

For random forest, the remaining metrics of model performance (accuracy, F1 score, precision) 

indicated that the model trained on plantation data was best overall at predicting interactions at both 1625 

plantation and native forest validation sites. Plantation forests may be a more stressful environment 

than native forests, which may force parasitoids to rely on the subset of their maximal host range to 

which they are best adapted. In fact, previous research on the same system showed that phylogenetic 

matching between hosts and parasitoids was stronger in plantation vs native forests (Peralta et al. 

2015). Similarly, a host-parasitoid network study showed that, as temperature increased, genetically 1630 

similar parasitoids become more likely to attack genetically similar hosts (i.e., there was a stronger 

phylogenetic signal within species) (Lavandero and Tylianakis 2013). Both these studies suggest that 

stress can induce a narrowing of tropic (phylogenetic) breadth (in the case of Lavandero and 

Tylianakis 2013 congruence occurred between genotypes rather than species). Further, the lower 

structural complexity of plantation forests may increase the search efficiency of parasitoid species 1635 

(e.g., Gols et al. 2005, Tylianakis et al. 2007). Both these characteristics may result in parasitoid species 

preferentially attacking their preferred hosts, and if the preferred interactions are the best 

phylogenetically or trait matched, this would make methods that incorporate phylogenetic or trait 

matching (e.g., random forest) trained on plantation rather than native forest data better at predicting 

interactions. In this way, network data from plantation forests may better capture parasitoids’ true 1640 

host preferences, than network data from more structurally complex habitats (e.g., native forests), 

which may consist of a core of ‘stable’ well-trait matched interactions, with a periphery of poorly-

matched more opportunistic interactions. In contrast, for KNN, these three metrics did not indicate a 

particular training data source as being better, potentially because KNN does not incorporate trait or 

phylogenetic matching.  1645 

 

It is surprising that quantitative predictions of interactions (i.e. frequencies) did not depend on the 

source of the training data, given that predicting networks across habitats (i.e. using data from one 

habitat to predict interactions at a different habitat) has been shown to be difficult (Staniczenko et al. 

2017). This is, in part, because interaction frequencies can differ markedly among habitat types (e.g., 1650 

Klein et al. 2006, Tylianakis et al. 2007), arising from both changes in random encounters (due to 

changes in abundance) and interaction preferences based on niche processes such as trait matching 

(Staniczenko et al. 2017). Congruent with this, Staniczenko et al. (2017) found that models that 

captured systematic changes in interaction preferences between different habitat types had the best 

predictive ability, while models based only on interaction data performed poorly. Interaction 1655 
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preferences (i.e. deviations from the attack rates predicted by random encounter) are likely to differ 

more with increasing habitat dissimilarity (e.g, Tylianakis et al. 2007). Network data from a more 

similar habitat will therefore likely predict interactions better, as differences in interactions preferences 

will likely be smaller. Therefore, the similarity in physical structure (canopy height, etc) between 

plantation and native forest habitat may explain why I found no difference in predictive ability 1660 

between the two habitat types.  

 

Predicting indirect effects 

 

I found that although machine-learning informed models significantly predicted indirect effects (i.e., 1665 

for both random forest and KNN approaches, expected parasitism rate was a significant predictor of 

quantitative observed parasitism rate), the explanatory power of both these approaches was low. 

These methods are therefore a long way from being able to make accurate predictions of parasitoid 

mediated indirect effects. However, they represent a promising starting point, and could potentially be 

used to rank hosts along a continuum from low to high risk of indirect effects. These machine-learning 1670 

approaches, which use predicted networks rather than observed networks (time t validation sites) to 

calculate initial rates (which is then used to calculate expected parasitism rate), have the potential to 

capture interactions that are not recorded in the observed networks due to inadequate sampling. 

Likewise, it may be that predictions of dij from predicted networks, rather than observed training 

networks, are better because they have the potential to capture links between species that are not 1675 

present in the training data (but are present in the validation data). However, I did not find this (results 

in Appendix).  

 

Interestingly, the machine-learning approaches and the data-based approach used by Frost et al. 

(2016) did not differ in their ability to predict indirect effects for the common dataset of host species 1680 

for which it was possible to calculate an expected parasitism rate with all three methods (random 

forest, KNN, and data based as used by Frost et al. (2016), N=21), possibly due to the small number of 

samples. Moreover, I found that the data based approach did not significantly predict expected 

parasitism rate. This contrasts the results of Frost et al. (2016), who found that expected parasitism 

rate significantly predicted observed parasitism rate. This is likely because I used slightly different data 1685 

to Frost et al. (2016). In particular, for the calculation of dij, Frost et al. (2016) used only edge training 

sites, only included parasitoid species found in both habitat types, and explicitly included host habitat 

(i.e., host species found in different habitats were treated as separate species). In contrast, I used both 

edge and interior training sites, included all parasitoid species found in the training data (even if they 

were only found in one habitat type) and did not explicitly consider host habitat. Of these differences, 1690 
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including all training data (i.e., both edge and interior sites) is probably the most influential in causing 

the different results because previous research on this same study system found that species 

composition and interactions vary along an edge gradient (Peralta et al. 2017, Peralta et al. 2018).   

 

Further caveats 1695 

 

Ecological networks are difficult to sample and the difficulty of distinguishing true non-interactions 

from unobserved interactions, which may simply result from inadequate sampling, is widely 

recognised (Jordano 1987, Vazquez et al. 2009, Olesen et al. 2011, Jordano 2016). Although, the 

‘meta-networks’ used to train my machine learning models (see ‘Training meta-networks’ in Methods) 1700 

comprised the pooled data across training sites and sampling dates, to maximise the resolution of 

potential host-parasitoid links, I acknowledge that these meta-networks may not capture all realised 

interactions (i.e., there may be ‘missing links’; Jordano 2016). In addition, I acknowledge that, although 

I chose traits shown to be important for predicting interactions based on previous research (see 

‘Traits’ in Methods), there may be other important traits that I did not include. However, in addition to 1705 

traits, I included phylogenies, which can serve as a surrogate for measured and unmeasured traits 

(Losos 2008). Therefore, this is less of a concern than if I had only included traits (and not phylogenies) 

in the machine learning models.  

 

A further caveat is that predicting interactions involving exotic species (e.g., control agents) may be 1710 

more difficult than predicting interactions among native species, for several reasons. First, exotic 

species tend interact with numerous species (Lopezaraiza-Mikel et al. 2007, Aizen et al. 2008, García et 

al. 2014) and I found that interactions involving generalists, overall, were more difficult to predict 

compared to those involving specialists, consistent with other research (e.g., Peralta et al. under 

review). In addition, the lack of co-evolutionary history between exotic species (e.g., control agents) 1715 

and native species in the community, suggests that trait or phylogenetic matching will likely be 

weaker for these interactions. In fact, recent research has found that niche processes are weaker for 

interactions involving exotic species compared to those among native species (Peralta et al. under 

review), suggesting that methods incorporating trait or phylogenetic matching will be poorer for these 

interactions. 1720 

 

It is important to acknowledge that, although I found expected parasitism rate to be a significant 

predictor of observed parasitism rate (i.e. that the machine-learning-predicted networks could 

significantly predict indirect effects), albeit capturing a small amount of variance, the field validation 

data were correlative, rather than experimental. It is therefore possible that there is an unmeasured 1725 
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factor that is correlated with parasitoid sharing, and that this could be driving this result. For example, 

it may be that habitat preferences of parasitoid species co-vary with parasitoid sharing, such that the 

sharing of parasitoids (i.e., apparent competition) is not the cause of the model’s ability to predict 

observed parasitism rates, but rather a correlate. In addition to this, I predicted expected parasitism 

rate, which captures changes in attack rates, but not changes in host population abundances, which is 1730 

a prerequisite for demonstrating apparent competition between host species mediated by shared 

parasitoids. However, previous work on the same study system showed that accurate predictions of 

changes in host abundances followed from the ability to predict changes in attack rates (Frost et al. 

2016). 

 1735 
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Appendix  
 1740 

Do predictions of indirect effects differ depending on whether observed vs. 

predicted network data are used to calculate the potential for apparent 

competition (dij)? 

 

To calculate the potential for apparent competition, dij, from the random forest and KNN predicted 1745 

networks, I combined the predicted network for each validation site into one ‘meta-web’, by taking 

the average random-forest-predicted probability (or KNN-predicted frequency) for each host-

parasitoid pair. I included only cases where the pair co-occurred at a site, because non-co-occurring 

species may still be capable of interacting. I used the average value for each pair rather than summing 

values to avoid cases of probabilities greater than 1 for the random-forest-predicted ‘meta-web’. I 1750 

then used these meta-webs to calculate the potential for apparent competition using the PAC 

function from the bipartite package (Dormann et al. 2009). These predicted ‘meta-webs’ contained 

non-integer values. However, the calculation for the potential for apparent competition is scale 

invariant (i.e. multiplying the entire interaction matrix by a common factor does not change the dij 

values). I then used these dij values to calculate expected parasitism rates (with α and host abundances 1755 

being calculated in the same way as the analyses using observed rather than predicted networks to 

calculate dij), and also followed the same model fitting and selection processes.  

 

For these random forest and KNN approaches, where predicted network data were used to calculate 

the potential for apparent competition (dij), expected parasitism rate was not significantly related to 1760 

quantitative observed parasitism rate for the random forest case (i.e. it was not retained in the best 

fitting model), and although it was significant (z value=3.10, p = 0.002, df=77) in the KNN case, it 

explained very little variance (marginal R2 = 0.02). The site random factor was retained in both models, 

though captured little variance (conditional R2 < 0.05 for both cases). Overall, these predictions were 

worse than with the other approach that used observed network data from the training dataset to 1765 

calculate the potential for apparent competition.  
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Tables 

 1770 

Do predictions of interaction occurrence using machine learning models (random forest and KNN) differ 

for generalists vs. specialists and whether the model was trained on data from the same habitat vs. 

different habitat? 

 

Table 1: 'Native' random forest model predictions of interaction occurrence  1775 

 Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value 

(Intercept) 6.414058 0.9984227 6.424191 <0.001 

Host ND (scaled) -6.369200 0.8543623 -7.454917 <0.001 

 

Table 2: ‘Plantation’ random forest model predictions of interaction occurrence  

 Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value 

(Intercept) 8.725460 0.7942430 10.985882 <0.001 

Forest type (of the 

validation site) 

1.243629 0.6253544 1.988679 0.0467 

 

Table 3: 'Combined' random forest model predictions of interaction occurrence 

 Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value 

(Intercept) -1.4108015 0.3915177 -3.6034167 <0.001 

Host ND (scaled) -0.1520122 0.2302817 -0.6601141 0.509  

Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

-1.5680555 0.3576267 -4.3846153 <0.001 

Host ND (scaled) x 

Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

0.8473475 0.2815780 3.0092815 0.0023 

 1780 

Table 4: ‘Native' KNN model predictions of interaction occurrence  

 Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value 

(Intercept) -0.28409378 0.1332030 -2.1327874 0.03294217 

Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

-0.09616534 0.1311354 -0.7333286 0.46335801 

Host ND (scaled) 0.04140546 0.1393104 0.2972173 0.76630065 

Host ND (scaled) x 

Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

0.20632025 0.1389409 1.4849495 0.13755719 

 

Table 5: ‘Plantation’ KNN model predictions of interaction occurrence 

 Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value 

(Intercept) -0.39393764 0.2103326 -1.8729275 0.06107839 

Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

-0.05053313 0.1767536 -0.2858959 0.77495784 

Host ND (scaled) 0.06983425 0.1809404 0.3859517 0.69953241 

Host ND (scaled) x 0.38608813 0.1888387 2.0445388 0.04090035 
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Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

 

Table 6: 'Combined' KNN model predictions of interaction occurrence 1785 

 Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value 

(Intercept) -0.34859508 0.1572028 -2.2174858 0.02658991 

Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

-0.08282839 0.1471888 -0.5627355 0.57361502 

Host ND (scaled) -0.16767607 0.1537849 -1.0903288 0.27556834 

Host ND (scaled) x 

Parasitoid ND 

(scaled) 

0.35402084 0.1577107 2.2447481 0.02478431 

 
 

Can random forest and KNN predict interaction frequencies and does this predictive ability differ for 

generalists vs. specialists and whether the model was trained on data from the same vs. different 

habitat? 1790 
 
 
 
 

Table 7: 'Native' random forest model predictions of interaction frequency 1795 

  
                          Estimate Std. Error    z value     Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept)            -2.56343959  0.2584166 -9.9197936 3.414616e-23 
probability_sc          0.80661585  0.2559474  3.1514913 1.624390e-03 
paras_nd_sc            -0.29994210  0.1822008 -1.6462168 9.971912e-02 1800 
host_nd_sc             -0.06180062  0.1404777 -0.4399317 6.599865e-01 
paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc  0.30697064  0.1094706  2.8041366 5.045152e-03 

 

Table 8: 'Plantation' random forest model predictions of interaction frequency 

                                         Estimate Std. Error    z value     Pr(>|z|) 1805 
(Intercept)                           -2.64093525  0.2750654 -9.6011172 7.908254e-22 
probability_sc                         1.15495132  0.2173804  5.3130433 1.078094e-07 
paras_nd_sc                           -0.59782653  0.2876132 -2.0785783 3.765612e-02 
host_nd_sc                            -0.40093800  0.2108527 -1.9015079 5.723552e-02 
probability_sc:paras_nd_sc            -0.11671641  0.2086386 -0.5594191 5.758758e-01 1810 
probability_sc:host_nd_sc             -0.08298720  0.1771386 -0.4684873 6.394361e-01 
paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc                -0.02794936  0.2166127 -0.1290292 8.973345e-01 
probability_sc:paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc  0.46469398  0.1587851  2.9265585 3.427351e-03 

 

Table 9: 'Combined' random forest model predictions of interaction frequency 1815 

                                         Estimate Std. Error     z value     Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept)                           -2.72843592  0.2804659 -9.72822817 2.285389e-22 
probability_sc                         1.15603554  0.2346504  4.92662951 8.366017e-07 
paras_nd_sc                           -0.57462952  0.2670786 -2.15153704 3.143384e-02 
host_nd_sc                            -0.53691982  0.2564379 -2.09376128 3.628125e-02 1820 
probability_sc:paras_nd_sc             0.02114736  0.2301968  0.09186645 9.268041e-01 
probability_sc:host_nd_sc              0.08963605  0.1732334  0.51742932 6.048565e-01 
paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc                -0.08364280  0.2532106 -0.33032891 7.411515e-01 
probability_sc:paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc  0.29224276  0.1352480  2.16079243 3.071138e-02 
 1825 
Table 10: 'Native' KNN model predictions of interaction frequency 

                                                Estimate Std. Error    z value     Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept)                                   -2.7171291  0.3536032 -7.6841182 1.540543e-14 
predicted_frequency_sc                        -0.8185631  1.1791661 -0.6941881 4.875642e-01 
paras_nd_sc                                   -1.1524207  0.2978877 -3.8686414 1.094435e-04 1830 
host_nd_sc                                     0.2857830  0.1489180  1.9190625 5.497642e-02 
predicted_frequency_sc:paras_nd_sc            -4.0217363  1.0131350 -3.9695958 7.199466e-05 
predicted_frequency_sc:host_nd_sc             -0.5131878  0.4075984 -1.2590527 2.080113e-01 
paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc                         0.8738472  0.1490447  5.8629895 4.546071e-09 
predicted_frequency_sc:paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc  2.1945581  0.3887488  5.6451832 1.650054e-08 1835 
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Table 11: ‘Plantation' KNN model predictions of interaction frequency 

 
                                                Estimate Std. Error     z value     Pr(>|z|) 1840 
(Intercept)                                   -2.41458380  0.1718545 -14.0501606 7.685953e-45 
predicted_frequency_sc                        -0.09393582  0.2563223  -0.3664753 7.140104e-01 
paras_nd_sc                                   -0.08363207  0.1640037  -0.5099402 6.100933e-01 
host_nd_sc                                     0.55460136  0.1186989   4.6723389 2.977890e-06 
predicted_frequency_sc:paras_nd_sc            -0.51846780  0.2506147  -2.0687846 3.856630e-02 1845 
predicted_frequency_sc:host_nd_sc             -0.40077912  0.2008072  -1.9958407 4.595126e-02 
paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc                        -0.06190061  0.1218474  -0.5080174 6.114412e-01 
predicted_frequency_sc:paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc  0.55681233  0.1310748   4.2480487 2.156405e-05 
 

Table 12: ‘Combined’  KNN model predictions of interaction frequency 1850 

 
 
                                                Estimate Std. Error     z value     Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept)                                   -2.3169387  0.1939435 -11.9464635 6.774723e-33 
predicted_frequency_sc                         0.3190430  0.4965322   0.6425423 5.205211e-01 1855 
paras_nd_sc                                   -0.1554566  0.1747636  -0.8895249 3.737211e-01 
host_nd_sc                                     0.5073330  0.1193953   4.2491872 2.145475e-05 
predicted_frequency_sc:paras_nd_sc            -0.6245924  0.4441134  -1.4063806 1.596111e-01 
predicted_frequency_sc:host_nd_sc             -0.4334770  0.2196955  -1.9730803 4.848641e-02 
paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc                         0.1661385  0.1292674   1.2852313 1.987115e-01 1860 
predicted_frequency_sc:paras_nd_sc:host_nd_sc  0.4926765  0.1949301   2.5274519 1.148936e-02 
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